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Abstract
Studies suggest that when designed and executed well, hands-on activities can enhance student under-
standing of key mechanics concepts. Current products are expensive and typically not designed to meet a
variety of learning objectives. Through the Mechanics of Inclusion and Inclusivity in Mechanics grant, the
Cal Poly Physics and Engineering Departments are seeking to incorporate new hands-on activities into
their courses. Our team has designed three inexpensive ”MechaniKits” to be used in physics, statics and
dynamics courses [1]. This Final Design Review outlines our findings, objectives, and final designs for this
project. It also explains our manufacturing and design verification plans. Although we were not able to
build or test our final designs due to the campus closure caused by COVID-19, we completed extensive
prototyping and testing prior to the closure and are confident in our designs. Once campus reopens, our
sponsors in the Cal Poly Physics and Mechanical Engineering departments plan to have ten sets of each
kit produced by the Cal Poly machine shops for classroom use.
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Statement of Disclaimer
Since this project is a result of a class assignment, it has been graded and accepted as fulfillment of the
course requirements. Acceptance does not imply technical accuracy or reliability. Any use of information
in this report is done at the risk of the user. These risks may include catastrophic failure of the device or
infringement of patent or copyright laws. California Polytechnic State University at San Luis Obispo and
its staff cannot be held liable for any use or misuse of the project.
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1 Introduction
The purpose of the MechaniKits senior project was to create hands-on, supplemental materials to enhance
student learning in Cal Poly mechanics courses. The three courses we have focused on are General Physics
I, Statics, and Dynamics. This project is funded by Mechanics of Inclusion and Inclusivity in Mechanics
(a grant for higher education) and is supported by faculty in the Physics and Mechanical Engineering
Departments at Cal Poly. These faculty include Stamatis Vokos, Matt Moelter, Brian Self, and John Chen.
In this document, the MechaniKits senior project team aims to outline our goals, objectives and design
process for this project. It also explains our final designs and planned manufacturing and verification
activities. This team is comprised of three Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering students – Sophie Carson,
Vincent Seguin and Jake Utley. Our Final Design Review contains the following content sections:
• Background presents the findings of our initial design research.
• Objectives establishes the goals, evaluation criteria and deliverables for this project.
• Concept Design Development outlines the ideation and decision processes undertaken to develop a
list of activities to be tested. It also introduces our structural and preliminary prototypes.
• Final Design explains the final kit designs for our Physics, Statics and Dynamics MechaniKits. It
also contains preliminary testing results and cost analysis.
• Manufacturing explains the planned manufacturing and assembly activities for each MechaniKit.
• Design Verification explains all completed and future testing activities to verify the efficacy and
accuracy of our MechaniKits.
• Project Management outlines the overall design process we followed throughout this project, includ-
ing key deliverables and project timeline.
• Conclusions and Recommendations summarizes key results of this design review and our recommen-
dations to our sponsors for the future of the project.
• References contains sources used to obtain background information on this subject.
• Appendices:
A. QFD House of Quality Table
B. Ideation
C. Pugh Matrices
D. Decision Matrices
E. Design Hazard Checklist
F. Project Gantt Chart
G. Static Friction Worksheet
H. Post Activity Survey
I. FMEA
J. Manufacturing Plans
K. Worksheets
L. Instructor Guide
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2 Background
Within the literature on physics education, there are several case studies and pedagogical models that
suggest the efficacy of hands-on activities for learning mechanics. For example, one study published in
Research in Science Education found that introducing hands-on activities in a biology classroom led to
increased student interest in the material [1]. However, current lab equipment – primarily sold by Pasco
Scientific – is cost prohibitive for individual student or classroom use. There are other physics activities
that aim to teach, but most are intended for demonstrations that do not allow students to participate.
Our sponsors believe that students might benefit from hands-on activities that allow them to play an
active role in concept exploration.
2.1 Case Studies
In developing the specifications and goals for this project, it is important to consider the quality of the
hands-on activities that will be created. A study conducted in university statistics courses found that the
addition of hands-on activities led to no quantitative improvement in understanding [2]. Another study
demonstrated that there is no correlation between student satisfaction with an activity and increased
understanding [3]. A third case study at Behrend College in Pennsylvania concerned a system dynamics
activity where students designed a robot using a LEGO kit, as it was intended to test their knowledge
in an unfamiliar setting [4]. The learning assessment indicated that while students enjoyed the activity,
the lab failed to help them master their skills. Hands-on activities related to abstract concepts tend to
fail when students do not receive support from an instructor. These studies suggest that hands-on ac-
tivities are not inherently beneficial; they must be planned and designed intentionally to create real benefits.
In 2000, Dr. Edward Redish wrote a paper that compiled numerous case studies that observed the
effects of different teaching methods. He found that students who participated in interactive engagement
activities with cooperative problem solving and tutorials ”performed significantly better on our evaluation
of their conceptual understanding... than those students who had recitation”[5]. If the quality of hands-on
activities are sufficient, students will understand the content much better than those who learn purely
from traditional methods of teaching.
2.2 Sponsor Interviews
In our sponsor interviews, we focused our inquiries on the most difficult to grasp concepts in mechanics.
When we spoke to our sponsors, Drs. Vokos [6] and Moelter [7], they asked for inexpensive hands-on
activities accompanied by learning materials that will be used in Physics 141, ME 211, and ME 212.
Dr. Self, a Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering professor, highlighted the difficulty students have in ME
212, particularly with grasping rigid body kinematics, Coriolis acceleration, the direction of friction in
rotating bodies, and angular impulse momentum [8]. His research further demonstrates a complete list of
the toughest concepts for students to grasp in Dynamics classes [9].
Dr. Chen, a Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering professor teaching Engineering Statics, highlighted the fact
that many of his students haven’t physically seen the machines nor connected it to what they learn in
class. He believes that learning can be improved if there were activities that allowed students to interact
with physical systems [11].
Further research confirmed the areas of academic difficult identified by our sponsors. In a paper on this
topic, Dr. McDermott discusses the need to have concepts that illustrate friction and tension with the
application of an Atwood Machine [10]. The illustration of these concepts is crucial to understanding com-
plex applications of Newton’s Laws. Another area of difficulty in statics is understanding how to evaluate
non-force bearing members and the direction of friction on static blocks in Atwood machines. A ma-
jor emphasis of our activity design will be to focus activities on clear illustrations of these difficult concepts.
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2.3 Course Concepts
The three classes our designs addresses each cover different aspects of mechanics. Physics 141 focuses
on understanding “the fundamentals of mechanics: vectors, particle kinematics, rigid body equilibrium,
work energy, linear momentum, and rotational dynamics and kinematics” [12]. ME 211 builds upon these
principles and focuses on “analyzing the forces of structures in equilibrium including: properties of forces,
moments, couples, friction, equilibrium conditions, and inertia properties of solid shapes” [13]. ME 212
analyzes “mechanical properties on particles/rigid bodies in motion emphasizing velocity, acceleration,
relative motion, work energy, impulse, and momentum using vector mathematics based problem solving”
[14]. These classes are some of the most difficult for Cal Poly students because of some counter-intuitive
concepts and mentally demanding content.
2.4 Existing Products and Projects
Past Cal Poly senior projects have also attempted to create tools to enhance student learning. These
include class demonstrations for structural dynamics [15] and materials science kits for elementary school
students [16]. These project reports offered valuable guidance into the study of student learning, and the
general process required to undertake a project such as ours.
To begin exploring existing activities for hands-on learning, we researched a number of patents in this
area. The results of this research are summarized in Table 1 below.
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Table 1: Relevant Patents
Patent Number Patent Name Description Key Takeaways
[17] US6382982B1 Educational tool
comprised of selectable
optically-linked
modules
This patent is for a
learning system
comprised of a number
of optical modules
aimed at teaching the
principles of light.
Similar goals to ours,
but likely more
expensive. Aimed at
class demonstrations
rather than hands-on
student use.
[18] CN209281698U A kind of
multi-functional
physics experiment
teaching instrument
This patent is for a
physics teaching kit
containing an
adjustable inclined
plane, cart and pulley,
speedometer and
dynamometer.
Similar, but be aimed
at one specific demo
rather than many
applications.
[19] CN207302425U Middle school physics
assembly pulley
experiment teaching
aid
This patent is for a
demonstration kit to
be used with middle
school students. It
utilizes pulleys, rope
and boards with
mating points.
This kit is used for
demos instead of
activities, but seems to
be low-cost and covers
similar principles to
our proposed project.
[20] CN107886814A Interesting game gear
for physics classroom
teaching
This patent is for a
somewhat complex set
of ”games” to be used
for teaching physics.
These activities sound
more complex than the
underlying concepts
they aim to teach.
[21] US20110111381A1 Method and software
for interactive learning
of engineering statics
This patent is for a
software program to be
used when learning
statics.
Our kits may be paired
with online learning
modules, so the content
and function of such
modules is important
to consider.
There are companies that sell these types of products. Science First currently provides a catalogue for
mechanics activities, but its products are specific to predetermined principles [22]. For example, they
have a variety of apparatuses to demonstrate torque and mechanical advantage with pulleys.
Pasco Scientific also sells Advanced Physics Kits, as seen in Figure 1. These kits come with multiple
pieces of equipment for guided activities engineered for high precision. The weights, for example, have a
high surface finish and are mostly likely precise to the tenths or hundredths of pounds. We believe that
the cost could be significantly reduced with a less precise substitute.
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Figure 1: Pasco Scientific’s Advanced Physics Kits 1 and 2 cost in the range of $900 [23].
Current products like these are not economically sustainable for university departments and students on
a tight budget. There is a need for versatile and affordable kits that students could purchase or rent
individually, or that could be provided in classrooms. Our product is more similar to Pasco Scientific’s
Physics Desktop Electricity Equipment seen in Figure 2 [23]. This product costs less than its mechanical
counterpart, is portable, and has activities specific to its equipment [23].
Figure 2: Though it does not cover mechanics, Pasco Scientific’s Physics Desktop Electricity Equipment
has a more reasonable price of $50 [23].
We incorporated the Pasco Scientific kits’ utility with the simplicity seen on handsonmechanics.org [24].
For example, Figure 3 shows a set up for zero force members. Manufacturing would come at a relatively
low cost, and the set up would only take a few minutes. If this was designed to be a part of a kit for
different activities, the members, pins and joints could be reused for other applications.
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Figure 3: A zero force member project with reusable parts [24].
Because our competitors do not currently provide the type of equipment our sponsors are looking for, we
originally proposed the following solution: a portable and inexpensive kit that engages the student in
hands-on activities and is accompanied by focused learning materials.
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3 Objectives
This chapter outlines our goals and objectives for this project, as well as the engineering specifications
and planned testing we will undertake to meet those objectives.
3.1 Problem Statement
Our background research suggests that if executed well, hands-on learning can improve student interest in
and understanding of course concepts. Students at Cal Poly need engaging, easily manufacturable and
inexpensive activity materials to enhance their understanding of core mechanics principles.
3.2 Needs Identification
Currently there are big gaps between desired outcomes of mechanics activities and actual outcomes.
Professors too often find the takeaways of even engaging activities to be a memory of the activity, but not
an understanding of the core concepts. Other times, the desired results are so difficult to interpret that
students decide surprising observations are because ”physics went wrong,” not that they had an incorrect
hypothesis [13]. Figure 4 illustrates the current status of these undesirable activities. By changing the
dashed area of the figure we will attempt to change the entire learning environment of these mechanics
classes.
Figure 4: Boundary Sketch: Dashed area displays what we can affect to satisfy the problem needs
By conducting interviews with stakeholders in the Cal Poly ME and Physics departments, we identified that
our primary need is an inexpensive kit with easy to assemble activities to illustrate and teach mechanics
concepts that are difficult to grasp. In order to ensure that students obtain the correct information from
these activities, we will also create supplementary instructions and worksheets that explain how to do the
activities and what they illustrate. Our faculty sponsors want these kits to be portable and as exciting
and engaging as they are informative. In order to quantify the importance of these needs and wants
and how current activities compared to pre-existing kits and technology, we created a QFD, or Quality
Function Deployment, in Appendix A. In this QFD, we analyzed how the engineering specifications that
we created to achieve customer needs and wants interact with each other. The top of the QFD highlights
the desire for a durable product interfering with a light-weight product, and how a lengthy prototype
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phase could interfere with testing time.
3.3 Specifications
From our identified customer needs, we created the engineering specification shown in Table 2. In this
table, ”Risk” is rated between High, Medium, or Low, and ”Compliance” is to be assessed by Analysis,
Testing, or Inspection. ”Risk” refers to the expected difficulty involved in meeting this specification, and
the potential consequences of failing to meet the specification.
Table 2: A complete list of all project specification requirements
Spec # Description Req. Tolerance Risk Compliance
1 Cost $50 per Kit Max H A
2 Durability Functionality
Maintained
Through
Three
Quarters of
Use
Min H A, T, I
3 Strength Functional
after 6ft Drop
Test
Min M A, T
4 Safety Zero Toxic
Materials
Max L A, I
5 Accessible
Worksheets
Free Learning
Materials
Max L I
6 Consistency Function
Properly 95%
of Time
Min H A, T
7 Student Un-
derstanding
Effect Size of
0.2
Min M A, T
8 Simple
Assembly
Average
Assembly
Time 5
Minutes
Max L A, T
9 Weight 5 lbs Max M A, T
10 Activity
Quantity
3 Activities
per Kit
Min M A, T
11 Customizable Separate Kit
for Phys 141,
ME 211, ME
212
Max L I
12 Student
Satisfaction
Min of 75%
Reported
Satisfaction
Min M A, T
13 Size Fits in a
Backpack
Max L T,I
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3.4 Testing
The following list describes how each of these specifications were intended to be measured and tested to
ensure that they were met.
• Cost Less than $50 - Add cost of the entire kits including part costs, manufacturing costs, and
packaging costs.
• Three Quarters of Use - Perform durability tests to simulate a quarter of use and test the kits with
actual students during Spring Quarter.
• Activities Survive a 6 ft Drop Test - Do consistent drop tests on concrete floors from a height of 6ft
and achieve survivablity of 90%.
• No Toxic or Harmful Materials - Look into each material and its source to make sure that nothing
is potentially toxic to users.
• Worksheets Will be Free Pdf’s - Ensure that all documentation on the activities is free to access.
• Function Properly 95% of the Time - Functionality test must produce the desired function 90% of
the time.
• Student Understanding Must Increase - When tested on core concepts before and after the activity
there must be an increase in understanding correlated through an effect size of 0.2 using the Cohen
index.
• Average Set-up Time for each activity must be under 5 minutes - Timed assembly test for each ac-
tivity produce an average set-up of under 5 minutes when instructions are used.
• Kit Weight Must be Under 5 lbs - We will weigh each kit to ensure the weight is less than 5 lbs.
• At least 3 Activities Per Kit - Each type of kit must have at least three substantial activities.
• Prototype Must be complete by end of Winter quarter 2020 - Working prototypes must be ready
to be tested during Spring 2020.
• Each Class Must Have Custom Kits - We will create three separate kits one for each class it will be
used in.
• Student Satisfaction Must Be at Least 75% - Satisfaction for each activity must be at least 75%
when measured by an activity evaluation survey.
Some specifications were significantly harder to achieve and posed a greater risk to the project. Ensuring
that kit cost was under $50 was difficult to achieve when material and manufacturing costs were considered.
We had to prioritize sourcing low cost materials and ensuring manufacturing was simple to achieve this
goal. The next highest risk specification was product durability. The product cost and manufacturability
trade off with durability, but with a good design, we were able to not add significant wear to the products.
It was also difficult to ensure that the products were functional 95% of the time. This criteria was
especially important to ensure that the students had the potential to understand the activity. Creating
activities that were repeatable and simple to execute was a core priority. Finally, all of these high risk
priorities interfered in some way with the goal to have functional prototypes by the end of Winter Quarter
2020. These kits needed to be simple to manufacture, but it was critical that the design and manufacturing
phase for our project started early. This was intended to give us time during Spring and Winter Quarter
2020 to test and iterate out design. Unfortunately, some aspects of testing could not completed due to the
Corona Virus Pandemic. Future sections detail a plan of action to complete this testing.
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4 Concept Design Development
Our design process began with brainstorming activities for each class and creating concept models for
activities that could lead to fruitful discussions. From those models and additional ideas, we built decision
matrices based on customer requirements and engineering specifications. Because our decision matrices
were relatively inconclusive and gave low scores to some activities we believe have potential, we decided to
continue all of the ideas in our decision matrices through rounds of testing in Winter 2020.
4.1 Ideation
We held three brainstorming sessions where we thought of and discussed different activities for each class.
We used whiteboards and sticky notes to document our ideas for physics and dynamics, respectively.
Statics activities were written down in our notebooks in a “brainwriting” session; we took turns writing
ideas in each other’s notebooks that built off of previous ideas. The output of these ideation sessions can
be found in Appendix B.
4.2 Concept Models
From our ideation sessions, we constructed concept models to visualize our ideas and began assessing
their feasibility. This part of the process helped us test one of our engineering specifications: assembly
time. Though our models were scaled down in comparison to our intended size, the fast rate at which we
built some activities gave us confidence that we can design easily-assembled kits.
4.3 Selecting Activities
Our concept models helped us understand some of the strengths and weaknesses in both manufacturability
and performance for many of our concepts. They also demonstrated which ideas would function incon-
sistently. Using this knowledge, we filled out Pugh and decision matrices to compare the ideas for each class.
The Pugh matrix is a way to concisely define the “pluses” and “minuses” of different ideas. To fill out
the matrix, the user puts an idea in each column and a criteria or specification in each row. The first
row is a datum that is the baseline for each idea. In our case, we used a demonstration performed by a
professor as a datum to compare each of our hands-on activity ideas. A plus in a row for an idea means
that it is better at achieving that specification than the datum. By filling out each column for each row
and adding the idea’s pluses and subtracting the minuses, you can sum up the idea’s score. We took
the ten ideas with the highest score and brought them into the next round of matrices, the decision ma-
trix. The three Pugh matrices we completed for physics, statics and dynamics can be found in Appendix C.
A decision matrix uses the same basic principle as a Pugh matrix, but allows the user to better quantify
which idea and direction are best. To fill out our decision matrices, we took the same criteria/specifications
we had used in the Pugh matrix and assigned each criterion an importance rating. The possible ratings are
a one, three, or nine with a rating of nine meaning as one of the most important specifications. We then
filled out each column for the activities we had chosen to carry over from the Pugh matrices, assigning
each idea either a plus, minus or zero. A plus in a nine rated category scores as a plus nine and a minus
in a row weighted a three scores as a minus three. By adding the scores for each column, the decision
matrix ranks the ideas from best to worst.
In our case, we found the results to be somewhat inconclusive. The scores received by different activities
did not vary drastically, and some ideas we wished to test further scored poorly. The three decision
matrices we created during this selection process can be found in Appendix D.
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To assess the viability of our ideas, we believe it will be necessary to perform preliminary testing with
focus groups of students. Instead of prematurely removing ideas from consideration, we decided to move
forward with the top ideas from this analysis in each class, listed in Table 3.
Table 3: Concept Prototype Ideas
Physics Statics Dynamics
Movable Pivot Balance Identify C.O.M Coriolis Acceleration
Friction Changing Ramp Remove Zero Force Member Mass Moment of Inertia
Simple Atwood Force Component Detection on
an Inclined Plane
Cycloid Motion
Force Meter Force to Balance Torque Piston-Cylinder
Block Sliding Down Ramp Max Static Friction Spinner
Vector Demonstrator Machine Force Impact
Atwood Ramp Identify Reactions
Of the 20 activities selected, one activity for each class is included in our current concept prototype.
The remaining activities will be tested in four phases during Winter 2020, as specified in the Project
Management section.
4.4 Concept Prototype: Ramp
In order to showcase several of our concept ideas and the versatility of the kits, we created a concept
prototype of a ramp that is applicable in all three classes. The ramp has three surfaces of different
roughness that were achieved by using two different coarsenesses of sandpaper and a smooth paper.
We also created a block that has two sides with sandpapers of different coarseness. Figure 5 shows a
preliminary CAD model of the ramp that illustrates different surfaces.
Figure 5: The prototype has a smooth and rough surface intended to highlight varying coefficients of
friction.
For the general physics activity, the students characterize static friction with several surfaces. Using a smart
phone app called Physics Toolbox, students can measure the angles at which the block begins to slide using
the Inclinometer feature. The goal of this activity is to demonstrate the concept of static friction on an
inclined plane with varying angles and coefficients of friction. Figure 6 shows that the hinge allows the top
surface of the ramp to rotate to any incline angle. The worksheet for this activity can be seen in Appendix G.
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Figure 6: The ramp angle can vary by adjusting the placement of the support rod.
The statics activity, illustrated in Figure 7, focuses on coordinate systems and force components. Physics
Toolbox can access the accelerometer in phones and can show the magnitude of gravitational force in three
directional components. At different incline angles, students will predict the components of gravity and can
check their predictions using the physical system. This activity shows the importance and consequences
of defining a coordinate system.
Figure 7: Physics Toolbox measures acceleration in component form.
The dynamics activity consists of a ball rolling up the ramp on different surfaces. The students will predict
which surface the ball will roll the farthest up the incline. After testing on each surface, the students will
justify the results of the experiment using conservation of energy by modeling the ball as a rigid body
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with both translational and rotational energy.
4.5 Structural Prototypes
Due to the iterative nature of our project, we chose to test most of our alternative ideas with focus groups
rather than immediately deciding which activities to implement in our final kits.
The following subsections detail the structural prototype activities we built and tested in January and
February of 2020.
4.5.1 Preliminary Physics Activities
This section shows images of initial prototype designs for physics activities, but in the final design section
we show images of the Structural Prototypes we built during this quarter.
Block Sliding Down Ramp
Initially the idea for this activity involves two balls rolling down the ramp on sides with different friction
coefficients. By timing the balls rolling down the ramp, students will be able to learn about the effects of
friction on the motion of the system.
Figure 8: The concept model shows a ball rolling down a ramp with different surfaces.
We chose to revise this activity to have students time a block sliding down the ramp on the various sides
instead of a ball to reduce variability with a slower sliding time and the amount of parts in the kit. The
ramp also will integrate into a pegboard base used in other activities.
Atwood Machine Activities
We prototyped a simple Atwood machine, shown in Figure 9. We will use this Atwood machine in tandem
with a ramp and a ledge as well. Atwood machines can demonstrate tension direction by displaying
Newton’s three laws of motion. When the user attaches the Atwood machine to the ramp it can also show
static and kinetic friction direction and effect for a ramp at different angles as well as a ledge.
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Figure 9: Two pictures demonstrating ways to integrate Atwood machines into activities.
Movable Pivot Balance
The next idea we created was the movable pivot balance. This idea functions like a scale where weights
are placed at either end. By moving the pivot point along the horizontal rod, students can balance out
uneven amounts of weight, seen in Figure 10. Pre-calculations will allow students to guess the appropriate
balancing location and compare it to their results.
Figure 10: A concept model demonstrates how changing the pivot point of a lever affects the balance of
unequal masses.
Upon creating the concept prototype we revised the idea to function with a ruler that had holes drilled
into it. These allow the pivot point to be shifted at easily measurable locations. Weights can also be
attached easily using the holes.
Force Meter
We will also have students characterize force meters as an introductory activity to demonstrate Hooke’s
law and to find the force necessary to negate static friction in the ramp example later in the quarter. The
meters can additionally be used in tandem with the vector demonstrator. The meter includes a spring
and a means of measuring the deflection, similar to the concept model in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: A concept model demonstrates Hooke’s Law in a force meter application.
We eventually made the actual force meter out of tubing and a rubber band. Using markings on the clear
tubing and weights, students will be able to find the spring constant K of their rubber band force meter.
Using a rubber band also makes it more compatible with the Vector Demonstrator.
Vector Demonstrator
We revised the initial plan for the vector demonstrator that involved 3-D printing a model of vector
components to work in tandem with the peg board. The activity now asks students to move a block
connected by a rubber band to dowels. Students can count the pegs in the X and Y direction between the
block and the dowels to calculate the vector direction of the force the rubber bands exert on the block.
The final design section contains a picture of this idea.
4.5.2 Preliminary Statics Activities
The following statics activities were tested by Cal Poly ME 429 Senior Design students on January 16,
2020. The results of this testing can be found in the Final Design Section.
Identifying Centers of Mass
In this activity, students attempt to identify the centers of mass for two-dimensional composite shapes,
similar to the concept model shown in Figure 12. They then try to balance the shapes on their predicted
center of mass to test their understanding.
Figure 12: A composite shape is balanced on a cork and toothpick.
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From this initial concept, we created the structural prototype shown in Figure 13. This prototype was
comprised of five laser-cut composite shapes that could be balanced on a metal rod.
Figure 13: Laser-cut composite shapes are balanced on a metal rod.
Removing Zero Force Members
In this activity, students attempt to correctly identify the zero force members in various truss assemblies,
like Figure 14. They then remove the predicted zero force members and check that the system is not affected.
Figure 14: Students would remove the two zero force members.
After further modeling and analysis, we chose not to move forward with this idea and did not create
a structural prototype. The number and complexity of parts required, as well as a lack of modularity,
made this design impractical. Additionally, we determined that it would be difficult to ensure clear and
consistent outcomes. If a student were to remove a piece that was not a zero force member but the
structure did not move substantially, they may be unsure of whether their prediction was correct.
Force Magnitudes to Balance Torque
Demonstrated in Figure 15, students use a rubber band to observe the force needed to balance the torque
at a pin joint at different locations along a beam. They predict how the required force will vary, and then
observe the relative difference in magnitude to test their predictions.
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Figure 15: The stretch in the rubber band is proportionally related to the balancing force.
From this initial concept, we created a scaled down structural prototype with a 12 inch ruler mounted on
a wooden pin joint.
Maximum Static Friction
The concept prototype described in section 4.4 describes the use of a ramp with different coefficients of
static friction. Although this activity was first developed for the general physics class, it may also be
useful in statics.
Machine Force Transfer
In this activity, students use spring deflection to compare the magnitude of transmitted torque in a simple
machine, modeled in Figure 16. They then compare this to their calculated prediction.
Figure 16: The output force would be stronger than the user input.
From this initial concept, we created a modular device shown in Figure 17 using two 3D-printed lever
arms, a pin joint and two identical compression springs. This structural prototype had three different
locations to place the pin along each lever to allow for different machine configurations.
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Figure 17: Force transfer device made from 3D printed lever arms, a pin and two springs.
Identifying Reactions
In this simple activity, students will be given a number of system components – including hinges, ball-
and-socket joints, rollers and pins – and will attempt to physically identify the reaction forces that result
from each, sketched in Figure 18.
Figure 18: Reaction forces are sketched on the hinge.
For structural prototype testing, we constructed and purchased the components shown in Figure 19 below.
Figure 19: Various reaction force devices are shown.
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4.5.3 Preliminary Dynamics Activities
Coriolis Acceleration
Students will attempt to draw a straight line on a rotating circle, starting from the outer edge of the
platform and end at the center. The resulting path will lead to a qualitative discussion about Coriolis
acceleration and its effects on particle kinematics.
Mass Moment of Inertia
Students will test differently shaped wheels and roll them down the ramp seen in Figure 20. The goal is
to identify the significance of the mass moment of inertia and how it affects angular velocity. Students
can be asked to predict the relative speeds of the wheels.
Figure 20: The wheel’s speed will depend on its mass moment of inertia.
Cycloid Motion
Students will use a constant velocity car to investigate the motion of a point on a rolling wheel.
Piston-Cylinder
Using Newton’s Second Law and kinematics, students will characterize the motion of a piston-cylinder
driven by a shaft. As an exercise in rigid body kinematics, the speed of a particle - the piston head - can
be used to find the rotational speed of the shaft, or the energy input into the system. Figure 21 shows a
sketch of the piston.
Figure 21: Students can compress the piston with a spring and quantify a power output.
Angular Momentum
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The angular momentum experiment will include two equal weights hanging on a bar connected to a shaft,
seen in Figure 22. The students will use an angular momentum argument to explain why the weights
move outward and can find the angular speed of the setup.
Figure 22: The diameter of the apparatus will change when the shaft spins.
Impact
The impact activity will consist of a sphere landing on a spring. Velcro partially covers the surface of the
sphere, so students can analyze an elastic or inelastic collision depending on the setup. The use of a spring
and a method of measuring its deflection, as well as a timer, can allow students to quantify impact forces.
4.6 Safety Risks and Hazards
After building all of the concept prototypes, the primary risks we identified are pinch points, projectile
launching, fall risk, crush risk, and inappropriate use risk. To avoid these hazards, we will include clear
documentation of the potential risks for each activity and how they can be avoided. For example, in the
case of the ramp, there are pinch points along the hinge between the wood sides. We will attempt to
remove or minimize this risk, and if necessary, we will highlight the risk of this pinch point with a warning
in the set-up instructions and discuss how to keep fingers and other small objects away from this pinch
point. See Appendix E for a more thorough Design Hazard Checklist.
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5 Final Design
After building and testing structural prototypes of the activities outlined in Section 4.5, we ultimately
decided on four to five activities from each subject. We then designed our final kits for statics, physics
and dynamics, with the goal of minimizing the cost and materials required to fabricate and assemble each
kit. This section includes a discussion of the testing that led to our final designs, considerations for safety
and maintenance, and a summary cost analysis for our verification prototype.
5.1 Supporting Evidence
After building our structural prototypes, we received feedback on our activities from Cal Poly faculty and
former students in each subject. This section summarizes the results and conclusions of this testing process.
For each activity, we asked the participants to rate each criterion on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being
“strongly disagree” and 5 being “strongly agree”. We then found the median and inner quartile range
(IQR) for this data.
5.1.1 Physics Testing
On February 25, 2020 we gathered seven students from Dr. Self’s 8AM senior design section to get
feedback on our prototype physics activities. For more information on these activities, see section 4.5.1.
Tables 4 through 27 summarize their observations and comments. See Appendix H for the survey used to
gather this feedback, and note that all categories are rated on a scale from 1-5.
Atwood Machine
The Atwood Machine activities received some of the highest scores of any tested activities, with mostly
five point scores, although some of our peers were unsure of whether it would produce clear visuals that
would help students understand. We will definitely include this activity with the kit due to the simplicity
of its implementation and the variety of activities it allows.
Table 4: Peer Response to Atwood Machine Activity.
Criterion Median Score IQR
This activity improved my understanding of the concept. 4 1
The equipment provided was easy to set up and use. 5 0
This activity led to the outcome I expected. 4 1
This activity would be beneficial to students learning this
concept for the first time.
5 0
I enjoyed participating in this activity. 5 0
Some of the feedback we received about the activity was that students liked the variability it had with
implementation of multiple pulleys and the ledge. This allows it to demonstrate concepts such as friction,
mechanical advantage and tension. One suggestion a student had was to add a slight lip to the ledge to
ensure that the block did not fall off while sliding. Another was to ensure that weights could easily be
swapped and attached to the strings.
Force Meter
The force meter received unanimous positive scores of five in every category. We plan to include it in our
final kit.
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Table 5: Peer Response to Force Meter Activity.
Criterion Median Score IQR
This activity improved my understanding of the concept. 5 0
The equipment provided was easy to set up and use. 5 0
This activity led to the outcome I expected. 5 0
This activity would be beneficial to students learning this
concept for the first time.
5 0
I enjoyed participating in this activity. 5 0
Students particularly liked the simplicity of the force meter and the way that it allowed students to
quantitatively calculate the spring constant and display Hooke’s Law. Students also liked how it could be
integrated with the Vector Demonstrator.
Vector Demonstrator
Like the Force Meter, the Vector Demonstrator also received a median score of five in every category, but
there was some variance in how the activity improved concept understanding. Due to these generally
favorable scores we will include it in the kit.
Table 6: Peer Response to Vector Demonstrator Activity.
Criterion Median Score IQR
This activity improved my understanding of the concept. 4 .5
The equipment provided was easy to set up and use. 5 0
This activity led to the outcome I expected. 4 0
This activity would be beneficial to students learning this
concept for the first time.
5 0
I enjoyed participating in this activity. 5 0
Students primarily liked the way that the peg board allowed the vector components to be quickly visualized
and thought that it would help first time Physics students see unit vectors (i and j) components. They
also suggested starting the block in tension from opposite directions so that no matter which way it was
pulled the net force vector would always be pulling it to the original equilibrium point.
Movable Pivot Balance
The Movable Pivot Balance received mostly positive scores with the only non-five score being activity
enjoyment, which still received a score of 4.5. We plan to include this activity in the final kit to demonstrate
concepts of torque in physics.
Table 7: Peer Response to Movable Pivot Balance Activity.
Criterion Median Score IQR
This activity improved my understanding of the concept. 5 0
The equipment provided was easy to set up and use. 5 0
This activity led to the outcome I expected. 5 0
This activity would be beneficial to students learning this
concept for the first time.
5 0
I enjoyed participating in this activity. 4.5 .5
Students liked the way that the ruler could be easily used to visually represent torque and balance. One
suggestion for improvement was to ensure that weights could easily be attached and detached and plenty
of weights could be used. Another suggested we make sure that the mass of the ruler was included in kit
instructions.
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Block Sliding Down Ramp
The Block Sliding activity received the lowest scores of any activity with mostly scores between 4 and 4.5.
We could choose to exclude this activity from the final kit, but the scores still show generally positive
reviews and all the components for the activity are used with the Atwood Activities. Since the components
are already in the kit, we can develop this as its own activity.
Table 8: Peer Response to Block Sliding Down Ramp Activity.
Criterion Median Score IQR
This activity improved my understanding of the concept. 4 .75
The equipment provided was easy to set up and use. 4 .75
This activity led to the outcome I expected. 5 0
This activity would be beneficial to students learning this
concept for the first time.
4.5 .5
I enjoyed participating in this activity. 4.5 .5
Students thought the block may slide too fast, making it difficult to accurately time its descent. The ledge
also could benefit from a lip to ensure the block slides down the ramp without falling off. Some benefits of
the activity were that it was dynamic and an easy way to visualize and feel the effects of friction. Another
benefit was that it could be used to show both static and kinetic friction in a way resembling problems
students were familiar with.
5.1.2 Statics Testing
On January 16, 2020, we used our Interim Design Review as an opportunity to receive feedback from our
peers on our proposed statics activities. We asked about two dozen students in our Senior Design lab – all
of whom have taken Statics – to test four structural prototypes. For more information about these four
activities, see Section 4.5.2. Tables 9 through 12 summarize their observations and comments. For the
“Post Activity” Survey used to gather feedback, see Appendix H.
Identifying Centroids
Of the four activities tested, this activity received the most positive feedback. All four groups gave a
rating of “strongly agree” for each of the criterion outlined in Table 9. When asked what worked well
about this activity, students responded that it was “fun”, “satisfying”, and “very intuitive to use”. Based
on this feedback, we decided to include the Centroid activity in our final design.
Table 9: Peer Response to Centroid Activity.
Criterion Median Score IQR
This activity improved my understanding of the concept. 5 0
The equipment provided was easy to set up and use. 5 0
This activity led to the outcome I expected. 5 0
This activity would be beneficial to students learning this
concept for the first time.
5 0
I enjoyed participating in this activity. 5 0
When asked what could be improved, several students suggested adding a mechanism to attach point masses
in order to make the center of mass calculations more complex. We also observed that many students
attempted to balance the shapes along their thin side in addition to the intended 2 dimensional surface.
In order to accommodate this part of the activity, we will make the final laser cut shapes thicker . We will
also cut them out of clear plastic so students can clearly identify the point at which the shape is balanced on.
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Determining Possible Reaction Forces
This activity received mixed reviews from students. Table 10 shows that on average, groups agreed
that the activity functioned correctly and improved their understanding. However, there was only mild
agreement that the activity would be beneficial to future students. When asked what they liked about the
activity, one group said that it “solidifies concept from the hardware analogy.”
Table 10: Peer Response to Reactions Activity
Criterion Median Score IQR
This activity improved my understanding of the concept. 4 0.25
The equipment provided was easy to set up and use. 5 0
This activity led to the outcome I expected. 5 0
This activity would be beneficial to students learning this
concept for the first time.
3.5 0.75
I enjoyed participating in this activity. 4.5 0.5
Students did suggest good improvements to this activity, including providing coordinate axes and giving
students clear instructions about which forces to apply to the system. They also suggested consolidating the
activity to require fewer separate components and surfaces. Because of the mixed reviews on this activity
and the cost of materials, we were unsure whether to include this activity in the final kit. For more input,
we consulted Dr. Chen, a mechanical engineering professor at Cal Poly. He believed that these simple
manipulatives would be beneficial in his classroom, and offered suggestions about which reactions to priori-
tize. With this input, we chose to move forward with this activity provided that we resdesign the hardware.
Force Magnitudes to Balance Torque
Table 11 shows that this activity received average ratings of at least “agree” for each criterion. When asked
what they liked about the activity, students responded that they “felt the reaction well”, meaning they were
able to tell that more force was required to balance the moment about the pin closer to the pin. When asked
what could be improved, students pointed out that the stiffness of the rubber band relative to the weight of
the ruler made it difficult to see a difference in deflections. Students also had ideas to improve the accuracy
of measurements, although these ideas generally would decrease the manufacturability of the design. Due to
the positive survey results, simplicity and clarity of this activity, we chose to include it in the final kit design.
Table 11: Peer Response to the Torque Activity.
Criterion Median Score IQR
This activity improved my understanding of the concept. 4.5 0.50
The equipment provided was easy to set up and use. 4.5 0.50
This activity led to the outcome I expected. 4 0.25
This activity would be beneficial to students learning this
concept for the first time.
4 0.25
I enjoyed participating in this activity. 4 0
Machine Force Transfer
As shown in Table 12, students did not agree that “the equipment provided was easy to set up and
use.” This was due to a design flaw in the prototype that prevented it from being assembled in many
configurations. In addition, the springs purchased for this design had an excessive stiffness that prevented
them from being deflected easily. Beyond the design flaws in the actual prototype, students liked this
idea and believed it had potential. Dr. Chen agreed that the activity could be beneficial to students
when learning about simple machines and when being introduced to indeterminate systems. Based on this
feedback, we chose to improve upon this design and include it in our final statics kit.
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Table 12: Peer Response to the Machine Activity.
Criterion Median Score IQR
This activity improved my understanding of the concept. 4 0
The equipment provided was easy to set up and use. 3 .50
This activity led to the outcome I expected. 4 .50
This activity would be beneficial to students learning this
concept for the first time.
4 .50
I enjoyed participating in this activity. 4 0
5.1.3 Dynamics Testing
On February 6, 2020, Dr. Self’s ME 212 section worked on the “Rolling Motion” activity to test our
methodology on creating worksheets that supplement our manipulatives. In addition, students in our Se-
nior Design lab tested the rest of the activities we prototyped a week after testing the rolling motion activity.
Rolling Motion
In general, students liked the hands-on experience, but some students noticed that the activity felt rushed
towards the end, and others did not feel they had enough time for data collection. In response, we will
keep in mind the pace of the activity and note how long we believe the activity should take. Having
additional cars that students can work with as opposed to just the one car we brought should also improve
workflow and reduce the bottleneck for data collection. Table 13 summarizes the students’ responses.
Table 13: Student Response to the Rolling Motion Activity.
Criterion Median Score IQR
This activity improved my understanding of the concept. 3.25 0.75
The equipment provided was easy to set up and use. 5 0
This activity led to the outcome I expected. 4 1
This activity would be beneficial to students learning this
concept for the first time.
4 1
I enjoyed participating in this activity. 4 0.25
Mass Moment of Inertia
Per Table 14, our peers responded positively to the mass moment of inertia activity; those who commented
thought the objects were “fun” and “easy to use.” The limitations to this activity come from the different
geometry and size of the objects. We may have to make larger objects and use a longer ramp in order to
observe the difference in the rotational speed.
Table 14: Peer Response to the Mass Moment of Inertia.
Criterion Median Score IQR
This activity improved my understanding of the concept. 3.5 1.25
The equipment provided was easy to set up and use. 4.5 0.5
This activity led to the outcome I expected. 4 0.75
This activity would be beneficial to students learning this
concept for the first time.
4.5 0.5
I enjoyed participating in this activity. 4.5 0.5
Piston-Cylinder
Though Table 15 shows the least positive response in the first two criterion, this activity’s surveys showed
potential in the design. Students did not understand the purpose of this activity at first glance, so the
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design did not improve their understanding of a specific concept. We believe that guided worksheets and
instructions would solve this issue.
Table 15: Peer Response to the Piston-Cylinder Activity.
Criterion Median Score IQR
This activity improved my understanding of the concept. 3.5 1
The equipment provided was easy to set up and use. 3 0
This activity led to the outcome I expected. 3.5 1
This activity would be beneficial to students learning this
concept for the first time.
3.5 1
I enjoyed participating in this activity. 5 0
Spinner
Table 16 indicates potential for the spinner activity. The prototype easily showcases the different factors
involved in angular momentum problems, such as the rotational speed and the distance from the point
of rotation to the object. The geometry and design of the activity needs refinement, as the prototype
wobbles and holding the motor made the activity uncomfortable and difficult to focus on the experiment.
Table 16: Peer Response to the Spinner Activity.
Criterion Median Score IQR
This activity improved my understanding of the concept. 5 0
The equipment provided was easy to set up and use. 4 1
This activity led to the outcome I expected. 5 0
This activity would be beneficial to students learning this
concept for the first time.
5 0
I enjoyed participating in this activity. 5 0
Impact
The simplicity and visual aspect of the manipulative makes this activity a strong candidate for the final
kit. Our peers liked the concept of dropping a ball onto a spring, but felt the design needs optimization in
terms of mounting the spring and dropping the ball.
Table 17: Peer Response to the Impact Activity.
Criterion Median Score IQR
This activity improved my understanding of the concept. 5 0
The equipment provided was easy to set up and use. 5 0
This activity led to the outcome I expected. 5 0
This activity would be beneficial to students learning this
concept for the first time.
5 0
I enjoyed participating in this activity. 5 0
5.2 Final Kit Designs
This section presents the final design of our three MechaniKits. For dimensioned drawings of all custom
components and assemblies, see Appendix I: Manufacturing Plans.
5.2.1 Physics Kit
The final Physics MechaniKit will include all five activities tested. These activities demonstrate a wide
range of physics concepts and allow for quantitative and qualitative visualization of core principles. These
activities and principles are summarized in table 18 and further explained in the next few sections.
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Table 18: Physics activities and concepts.
Activity Concept(s) Covered
Atwood Machine
• Friction
• Tension with equilibrium
Vector Demonstrator
• Vector Component Visualization
• Resultant Vectors
Force Meter • Hooke’s Law
Movable Pivot Balance
• Torque
• Free Body Diagrams
Block Sliding Down Ramp
• Static and Kinetic Friction
• Newton’s Second Law
• Conservation of Energy
Atwood Machine
This activity is highly versatile and requires students to think through different applications of pulleys. A
weighted pulley can be used to pull a block across a ramp or ledge with various contact surfaces in order
to find a static or dynamic friction coefficient. It can also be used by itself as a simple Atwood Machine
to demonstrate tension or with multiple pulleys to show mechanical advantage.
Figure 23: The Atwood Machine can be used to slide a block across a ledge as pictured.
Final design modifications, include the use of buckets to support weights and easily attach and detach
from hooks tied to strings. This will allow less expensive weights to be used and interchanged while saving
time.
Vector Demonstrator
The vector demonstrator is used primarily to allow students to visualize ”i” and ”j” components as they
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are learning how to use vectors. It will also allow students to find resultants of multiple vectors and can
be used with the Force meter to calculate the magnitude of the resultant of two vectors.
Figure 24: The Vector demonstrator will allow students to visualize vector components and resultant
vector direction.
Final design modifications include the use of jumbo straws to cover the unstretched length of the rubber
bands. This allows students to quickly see only the stretched length of the rubber bands which is what
they will use to calculate the direction of the applied force vector.
Force Meter
This activity allows student to practice applying Hooke’s Law in a real life situation by calibrating the
spring coefficient, k, of their own force meter. It can also be used with the vector demonstrator and other
activities once it is calibrated.
Figure 25: The Force Meter can be used to demonstrate Hooke’s Law and used in tandem with the Vector
Demonstrator.
Modifications to this design, include the supply of a paper ruler on the the inside of the tube. The hook
used will also have holes to make it easy to tie the string and attach it to the force meter.
Movable Pivot Balance
The Moveable Pivot Balance demonstrates torque and allows student to predict ways to get a lever to
equilibrium with a pivot point that is not in the center of the lever. By interchanging masses students can
test their predictions and see the effects of torque and tension.
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Figure 26: Students can use full body diagrams to predict how to apply the necessary weights to balance
the ruler.
Like the Atwood Activity, the only modification to this design are hooks and mini-buckets that better
allow weights to be easily swapped, attached, and detached.
Block Sliding Down Ramp
This activity allows students to measure the effect of static and kinetic friction utilizing a ramp and block
with variable friction coefficients. It can show principles like conservation of energy and Newton’s second
law, and can even support qualitative analysis when students measure the angle when the block initially
slides and the time it takes the block to slide down the ramp.
Figure 27: Students can change the angle of the ledge and friction of the block and ramp to visualize the
effects of static and kinetic friction.
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This activity will be implemented exactly as pictured with no design modification required.
5.2.2 Statics Kit
The final Statics MechaniKit contains four activities. Three of these activities are in-depth concept
explorations in which students will make predictions about the expected outcome of a system. The
remaining activity can be completed in parts throughout the course, and is composed of simple manipula-
tives intended to give students hands-on experience with the reaction forces in static systems. The four
activities and the concepts they address are summarized in Table 19 and are explained in detail in this
section.
Table 19: Statics activities and concepts.
Activity Concept(s) Covered
Identifying Centroids
• Centroids
• Parallel Axis Theorem
• Area Moment of Inertia
Determining Possible Reaction Forces
• Forces and moments
• Reaction forces of hinges, collars and rollers
• Force couples
Force Magnitudes to Balance Torque
• Torque
• Static Equilibrium
Machine Force Transfer
• Simple machines
• Mechanical advantage
• Indeterminate systems
Identifying Centroids
The final centroid activity involves three clear laser-cut shapes that can be balanced on a dowel rod (see
Figure 28). Students will calculate the centroid of the composite shapes, and then test their predictions
by balancing the shapes on this point.
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Figure 28: The acrylic shapes are balanced on the rod and base.
Determining Possible Reaction Forces
The final Reaction Force activity focuses on three different static reactions that are relevant to this course.
The kit includes a dowel rod with both a thin and long collar. Students will observe that the long collar
prevents a moment in the rod, whereas the thin collar does not prevent a moment. The hinge can be
used early in the course for students to understand the basic reaction forces generated by a single hinge.
later, they can use the configuration shown in Figure 29 to demonstrate that two hinges act as a force
couple and do not need to generate a moment reaction individually. Lastly, the roller and ramp will allow
students to observe that the reaction force from a roller on a ramp acts perpendicular to the surface of
the ramp.
Figure 29: The collar, hinge and roller reaction activities can be presented to students throughout the
course.
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Force Magnitudes to Balance Torque
In this activity, students will use a soft spring with a spring constant of 0.04 lb/in, or 4.6 ∗ 10−6 N/mm .
They will insert this spring at different holes along a ruler to achieve equilibrium in the assembly, and will
observe the difference in force required at different locations. This assembly is shown in Figure 30.
Figure 30: The hinge can be attached to various holes along the ruler to observe the different reaction
forces required to obtain system equilibrium.
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Machine Force Transfer
This activity can be used for two purposes. When learning about simple machines, students can use this
activity with only one spring on the output (short) end. They can then squeeze the tool at each of the
three grooves along the input end, and can observe the difference in effort required to compress the spring.
They will then use statics to determine the actual force required at each point.
Later in the course, this system can be used again to introduce the concept of indeterminant systems.
When used in the two spring configuration shown in Figure 31, the system is indeterminate and will
behave differently than what the students might expect.
Figure 31: This assembly can be used either with one or two springs. With two springs as shown, the
system is indeterminate.
5.2.3 Dynamics Kit
The Dynamics MechaniKit is composed of 4 activities. The goal of these activities is to allow students to
make predictions about dynamic systems, perform the experiment and then expand on what they learned
from the exercise. Table 20 summarizes the activities and which concepts they cover.
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Table 20: Dynamics activities and concepts.
Activity Concept(s) Covered
Collision
• Particle Kinematics
• Particle Work-Energy
Swing Ride
• Particle Angular Momentum
• Mass Moments of Inertia
Mass Moments of Inertia
• Mass Moments of Inertia
• Rigid Body Kinetics
Four-bar Linkage
• Rigid Body Kinematics
• Linkages
Collisions
The collision activity consists of dropping a ball onto a spring. Students can quantify the impulse by
measuring the deflection of the spring. In addition, varying the interface with a plastic case on top of the
spring, shown in Figure 32, can create a perfectly inelastic collision.
Figure 32: Users will drop the ball into the chute and measure deflection.
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Swing Ride
The swing ride activity will use a motor, mount and shaft in the coriolis acceleration activity, seen in
Figure 33. Students will determine the angular momentum of the spinner and analyze the key factors in
changing angular momentum.
Figure 33: Users calculate the angular momentum of the system.
Four-Bar Linkage
The four-bar linkage activity in Figure 34 is a rigid body kinematics exercise. Students can analyze the
gear ratios and the velocity at the teeth. Observations will be made on how the linkages cycle through
their motion depending on the different configuration.
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Figure 34: Users can reconfigure the placement for a gear ratio activity.
5.3 Safety, Maintenance and Repair
Almost all components in the kit are small and light with a low safety risk. A complete outline of
hazards can be found in the design hazard checklist contained in Appendix E. We attempted to miti-
gate these hazards through documentation both in the activity instructions and in the product design itself.
Additionally, we anticipate maintenance and repair being necessary for the long term life of kits used in
classrooms. To keep kit costs down we utilized low cost and light weight components made primarily out
of 3-D printed plastic or wood. These will tend to wear out with repeated use, but in most cases can be
cheaply re-assembled upon failure or replaced when repair is not possible.
5.4 Summary Cost Analyses
This section contains summary cost analyses for our verification prototypes of each kit. The Manufacturing
Plans in Appendix J contain bills of materials that detail all component sourcing, but below we will detail
the preliminary and final activity costs of each kit.
Physics Kit Cost
In our final design, we were able to successfully keep our kit cost below our $50 requirement. Our most
expensive activities are the Atwood Machine activities and the Movable Pivot Balance activity. The
biggest levers we had available in reducing the cost of these activities were in sourcing pulleys and weights.
Currently, four pulleys and a weight set are accounting for $14 dollars of the total cost. The table below
outlines the cost of each activity. Due to the nature of sourcing requirement for bulk purchasing and the
addition of buckets and more adaptable hooks, the price of kits changed from $17.61 to $30.79. This
price increase makes the kits easier to source and purchase, as well as more adaptable and easy to assemble.
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Table 21: Physics Kit Cost
Activity Cost ($)
Force Meter $6.04
Block Sliding Down Ramp $6.61
Atwood Machine Activities $14.12
Movable Pivot Balance $4.00
Vector Demonstrator $0.02
Total $30.79
Statics Kit Cost
In our verification prototype, the overall cost of the statics kit was well below our goal of $50 per kit.
Although the final kit cost ended up being more than initially projected, the final cost is still under $20
per kit. The most expensive activity is the Reaction Force activity. This is expected because in reality,
this activity contains three separate sets of manipulatives. It is important to note that the costs presented
in Table 22 only include material and part sourcing, and do not take into account the labor costs that will
be incurred from the Cal Poly machine shops to complete manufacturing. However, the overall cost of the
kit is low enough that these additional costs should not cause the overall cost to be more than $50.
Table 22: Statics Kit Cost
Activity Prototype Cost Final Cost
Force to Balance Torque $3.67 $4.21
Identifying Centroid $1.10 $4.02
Simple Machine $2.54 $3.25
Reaction Forces $7.47 $5.93
Total $14.78 $17.41
Dynamics Kit Cost
From the prototype kits to the final kits, the kit price increased from $15.70 to $17.00 in an effort to
decrease manufacturing time and incorporate improved detailed design. The bulk of the price increase
comes from ordering two spools of 3D filament and four sheets of MDF (medium density fiberboard) for
many of the parts in order to account for any errors in manufacturing. Overall, including excess material,
the cost to produce 10 dynamics kits is $175.39, without accounting for shipping, tax, or manufacturing
hours. Table 23 shows an estimated cost for each activity in one kit.
Table 23: Dynamics Kit Cost
Activity Cost ($)
Collision $4.00
Swing Ride $3.00
Mass Moments of Inertia $4.00
Four-Bar Linkage $4.00
Total $17.00
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6 Manufacturing
Due to the campus closure that occurred for spring quarter 2020 as a result of the COVID-19 outbreak,
we were not able to manufacture ten sets of each kit as we had originally intended. Instead, we created
detailed manufacturing plans, complete with bills of materials and drawing packages. When campus
reopens, these plans will be given to the Cal Poly machine shops so that they can produce ten sets of each
kit to be used by our sponsors. Appendix J, Manufacturing Plans, contains the complete manufacturing
instructions for our design. The following section briefly summarizes the planned activities for each phase
of the manufacturing process.
6.1 Procurement
For each kit, our manufacturing plans contain a bill of materials with links to all parts and raw materials
to be purchased. All custom components are made from stock wood, aluminum, 3D printed PLA, laser
cut acrylic, nylon, or MDF (medium fiberboard). Our sponsors will direct the Cal Poly Machine Shops
to begin manufacturing the desired activities, and the shop technicians will use these plans to order all
necessary supplies.
6.2 Manufacturing
The manufacturing operations required to produce the custom components in each kit are detailed in
Appendix J. We designed the activities to make manufacturing minimal, so most operations are simple
and can be performed in batches once machine operations are set up. The following subsections briefly
describe the manufacturing activities required for each kit.
6.2.1 Physics Manufacturing
From a high level perspective, the physics kit is mostly manufactured by component, not activity, with
most assembly done by the end user. This supports the versatility of the design. The only activity
assembled by the machine shop is the force meter.
Most components can be manufactured with a table saw and drill press keeping operations simple to fit
the loose tolerances of the design.
6.2.2 Statics Manufacturing
Many of the components within the statics kit are purchased and used as-is. For those that are custom,
most are either laser cut or 3D printed for ease of manufacturing. Several parts will require simple
machining operations, such as drilling holes or cutting wood. The only assembly to be completed by the
machine shops is the balancing point for the centroid activity; all other assemblies will be completed by
the end user.
6.2.3 Dynamics Manufacturing
Components in the dynamics kit do not require any machining operations, as all custom parts are either
3D printed or laser cut. Assembly is required for some activities, as directed in the manufacturing plans.
6.3 Assembly
The manufacturing instructions in Appendix J describe what assembly should be completed for each
activity. For the activities that are assembled by the end user, the worksheets contained in Appendix K
provide instructions to the user.
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7 Design Verification Plan
During the preliminary design phase of this project, we developed the project specifications outlined in
the Objectives section of this report.
Some specifications were successfully met during the design phase, while others will need to be verified
through testing of our final prototype kits by instructors, as we were unable to complete them due to the
campus shutdown for the Spring Quarter. Table 24 reiterates our product specifications and identifies
those still to be tested. The planned verification activities for the specifications to be tested are explained
in this section.
Table 24: A list of all project specification requirements and their current verification state.
Spec # Description Req. Verification State
1 Cost $50 per Kit Verified by Design
2 Durability Functionality
Maintained Through
Three Quarters of Use
To be Tested
3 Strength Functional after 6ft
Drop Test
To be Tested
4 Safety Zero Toxic Materials Verified by Design
5 Accessible Worksheets Free Learning
Materials
Verified by Design
6 Consistency Function Properly 75%
of Uses
To be Tested
7 Student Understanding Effect Size of 0.2 To be Tested
8 Simple Assembly Average Assembly
Time 5 Minutes
To be Tested
9 Weight 5 lbs To be Tested
10 Activity Quantity 3 Activities per Kit Verified by Design
11 Customizable Separate Kit for Phys
141, ME 211, ME 212
Verified by Design
12 Student Satisfaction Min of 75% Reported
Satisfaction
To be Tested
13 Size Fits in a Backpack Verified by Design
Specification 2. Durability
We have determined there to be two main sources of wear on our kits: (1) the potential for damage during
student use and (2) the potential for damage when being transported. This can be verified qualitatively
during the following processes:
1. Each kit will be inspected after use in a classroom. Any damage that affects functionality of the
activity will not meet the specification.
2. Each kit will be inspected after being delivered to instructors. Any damage that affects functionality
of the activity will not meet the specification.
If no damage is found from either test, this specification will be verified.
Specification 3. Strength
This test will require a tape measure. Each kit component will be dropped from a height of 6 ft onto
a concrete floor. This test will be repeated at least once for each component. Any damage that affects
functionality of the activity will not meet the specification.
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Specification 6. Consistency
Each activity will be used in classrooms by students. Students will work either by themselves or with a
partner, and this will be defined as a single ‘use’ of an activity. The outcomes of each execution will be
recorded. To satisfy this requirement, each use of the activity will be documented with a “pass” or “fail”
which will indicate whether or not the device functions as expected. To satisfy this requirement, 75% of
the uses must “pass.”
Specification 7. Student Understanding
After using the activity, students will be given a survey that includes the following statements:
• This activity improved my understanding of the concept.
• This activity would be beneficial to other students learning this concept for the first time.
They will rank these statements on a scale of 1 (strong disagreement) to 5 (strong agreement). To satisfy
this requirement, the effect size using the median score and the IQR must be at least 0.2.
From our sponsors’ advice, student understanding is difficult to quantify, and may not necessarily correlate
well to a students’ perceived understanding. We recommend that our sponsors perform further testing in
this area to verify the efficacy of each activity over time. For this reason, we chose a small effect size.
Specification 8. Simple Assembly
This test will require a timer. For each activity, a minimum of five students will be timed assembling each
activity with the provided instructions. For this specification to be verified, the average assembly after all
trials must be no more than 5 minutes.
Specification 9. Weight
This test will require a scale. 3 complete sets of each kit will be weighed separately. For this specification
to be verified, the average weight must be less than 5 lbs.
Specification 12. Student Satisfaction
After using the activity, students will be given a survey that includes the the following statements:
• The equipment provided was easy to set up and use.
• I enjoyed participating in this activity.
They will rank these statements on a scale of 1 (strong disagreement) to 5 (strong agreement). To
satisfy this requirement, the median score must be 4 or higher with an IQR of 0.5. While our prelimi-
nary testing verified satisfaction, it was conducted with Senior Project students which introduces bias.
To fully verify the product, further testing must be conducted with Statics, Dynamics, and Physics students.
This survey can be used at the discretion of the instructor to gauge interest and satisfaction in the activity,
should they plan to use it in future classes.
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8 Project Management
This section was revised from the Critical Design Review to include completed project deadlines and more
detailed plans for project completion. It shows that final kits will now likely be made in Fall of 2020, and
will be manufactured by the Cal Poly Machine Shops.
8.1 Project Plan
Due to the outbreak of COVID-19, we were not able to complete manufacturing of our final kits as
intended. We instead focused this quarter on preparing and completing detailed manufacturing plans.
These plans will allow the kits to be produced without our hands-on guidance by the Cal Poly Machine
Shops. In addition to these plans, we also created packets of learning materials for instructors to give to
students while utilizing the kits in class. We were also not able to conduct in-class testing, limiting our
ability to gauge the kits’ effectiveness in improving student understanding.
Table 25: Project Deliverables and Due Dates
Deliverable Due Date
Ideation 10/29/19
Concept Prototyping 11/07/19
Preliminary Design Review 11/15/19
Build And Test Round 1 01/16/20
Interim Design Review 01/16/20
Build And Test Round 2 02/06/20
Build And Test Round 3 02/22/20
Critical Design Review 02/27/20
Manufacturing Test Review 04/14/20
Completed Manufacturing Plans 05/15/20
Completed Instructor Materials 5/21/20
Senior Project Expo 05/29/20
Completed Final Design Report 6/8/20
As mentioned, future plans for the project involve the manufacturing, testing, and implementation of our
final kit designs. This is likely to occur during Fall 2020 or Winter Quarter 2021 when in-person classes
can resume.
The Gantt Chart in Appendix B details the full project timeline and task assignments through the
conclusion of this senior project.
8.2 Planned Purchases
For future purchases, the Cal Poly Machine Shops will work with the learning lab grant team to purchase
the necessary materials for the final kits to be manufactured and packaged. The kit cost was kept below
$35.00 for the kits, thus meeting our project specifications.
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9 Conclusion
Studies show that if executed well, hands-on learning can improve student interest in and understanding
of course concepts. Students at Cal Poly need engaging, easily manufacturable and inexpensive learning
materials to enhance their understanding of a variety of core mechanics principles. Current products
on the market do not provide equipment that meet these requirements, as they are typically costly and
unable to adapt to a variety of activities.
Our MechaniKits are uniquely designed for three classes: introductory physics, statics, and dynamics.
Each kit covers a variety of learning objectives prescribed by the course curriculum. When designing
these kits, our designs underwent extensive prototyping, iteration and testing to improve consistency
and optimize to help student understanding. The final designs for each kit contain at least four planned
activities, but the parts are highly modular and may support additional activities and variations.
To continue evaluating the efficacy of our designs, we recommend that our sponsors have ten sets of each
kit manufactured in the Cal Poly machine shops. These kits, along with their accompanying instructor
guides and worksheets, should be implemented in Cal Poly physics, statics and dynamics classes. We
recommend that our sponsors seek feedback from students on the activities, and improve upon our designs
and instructional materials where necessary. We believe that our MechaniKits have the potential to aid
in student understanding, and hope that they can prove beneficial for future generations of Cal Poly
students.
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Appendix B: Ideation
Physics Brainstorming:
B1
Statics Brainwriting:
B2
B3
B4
Dynamics Brainstorming:
B5
Appendix C: Pugh Matrices
Physics Pugh Matrix:
C1
Statics Pugh Matrix:
C2
Dynamics Pugh Matrix:
C3
C4
Appendix D: Decision Matrices
Criteria
Weight 
(1, 3, 9)
Professor 
Demo 
Movable Pivot 
Balance
Friction Changing 
Ramp
Simple 
Atwood
Force 
Meter
Up Ramp (Smooth v 
Rough)
Vector 
Demonstrator
Atwood 
Ramp
Cost 9 0 0 -1 1 -1 0 1 -1
Durabilty 3 0 -1 0 1 -1 1 1 -1
Strength 1 0 -1 0 1 -1 1 1 1
Safety 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
Consistency 9 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
Student 
Understanding 9 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
Simple Assembly 3 0 0 0 1 -1 0 1 1
Weight 1 0 1 0 1 1 -1 1 -1
Activity Quantitiy 3 0 0 0 0 1 -1 1 -1
Customizable 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Student 
Satisfaction 3 0 1 1 0 1 1 -1 1
SUM 0 19 4 18 10 25 39 13
Physics Weighted Decision Matrix
D1
Criteria
Weight 
(1,3,9)
Professor 
Demo
Identify 
C.O.M
Remove Zero 
Force Member
iPhone on 
Ramp
Force to Balance 
Torque
Max Static 
Friction
Machine 
Force
Identify 
Reactions
Cost 9 0 0 0 -1 1 0 1 1
Durabilty 3 0 0 0 0 -1 0 -1 0
Strength 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Safety 3 0 0 -1 0 -1 0 -1 0
Consistency 9 0 -1 -1 1 0 0 0 0
Student 
Understanding 9 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Simple Assembly 3 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
Weight 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Activity Quantity 3 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
Customizable 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
Student 
Satisfaction 3 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
SUM 0 11 8 19 22 16 19 25
Statics Weighted Decision Matrix
D2
Criteria
Weight 
(1, 3, 9)
Prof 
Demo
Pulley 
Activity
Mass Moment 
of Inertia
Cycloid 
Motion
Pulley 
Direction Spinner Impact Treb Cat
Cost 9 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 -1
Durabilty 3 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
Strength 1 0 -1 0 0 1 1 1 1
Safety 3 0 0 1 1 1 -1 0 -1
Consistency 9 0 -1 1 1 1 1 0 1
Student Understanding 9 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Simple Assembly 3 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 -1
Weight 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
Activity Quantity 3 0 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1
Customizable 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
Student Satisfaction 3 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
SUM 0 12 25 34 35 14 16 13
Dynamics Weighted Decision
D3
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Figure 4:  Design Hazard Checklist, Page 1 
 
DESIGN HAZARD CHECKLIST 
 
Team:  _______________________________________  Faculty Coach: _____________________ 
 
Y N 
    1. Will any part of  the design create hazardous revolving, reciprocating, running, shearing, 
punching, pressing, squeezing, drawing, cutting, rolling, mixing or similar action, including 
pinch points and sheer points? 
    2. Can any part of the design undergo high accelerations/decelerations? 
    3. Will the system have any large moving masses or large forces? 
    4. Will the system produce a projectile? 
    5. Would it be possible for the system to fall under gravity creating injury? 
    6. Will a user be exposed to overhanging weights as part of the design? 
    7. Will the system have any sharp edges? 
    8. Will any part of the electrical systems not be grounded? 
    9. Will there be any large batteries or electrical voltage in the system above 40 V? 
    10. Will there be any stored energy in the system such as batteries, flywheels, hanging weights 
or pressurized fluids? 
    11. Will there be any explosive or flammable liquids, gases, or dust fuel as part of the system? 
    12. Will the user of the design be required to exert any abnormal effort or physical posture 
during the use of the design? 
    13. Will there be any materials known to be hazardous to humans involved in either the design 
or the manufacturing of the design? 
    14. Can the system generate high levels of noise? 
    15. Will the device/system be exposed to extreme environmental conditions such as fog, 
humidity, cold, high temperatures, etc? 
    16. Is it possible for the system to be used in an unsafe manner? 
    17. Will there be any other potential hazards not listed above? If yes, please explain on reverse. 
 
For any “Y” responses, add (1) a complete description, (2) a list of corrective actions to be taken, and (3) 
date to be completed on the reverse side. 
MechaniKids Peter Schuster
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Figure 5: Design Hazard Checklist, Page 2  
Description of Hazard Planned Corrective Action Planned Date 
Actual 
Date 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
   
 
Trusses, pulley systems, and 
adjustable ramps could create 
pinch points.
When designing all activities, we will remove
pinch points where possible and include clear
warnings in activity descriptions when the hazard
cannot be removed.
all by
CDR
2/27/20
Ramp and projectile motion
activities could result in
the launching of projectiles.
If an object is to be used as a projectile, we will
ensure it is soft and lightweight to avoid harm if
it comes in contact with a student. Ramp activities
that could unintentionally create a projectile will
include a warning and safe procedures.
all by
CDR
2/27/20
Activity components could
fall off the table and injure a
student.
We will design components that could move
to remain securely fastened to the table. If
there is a risk of moving components falling,
students will be required to wear closed toe
shoes.
all by
CDR
2/27/20
Activities could include
stored energy in the form of
hanging weights. These
could fall and crush fingers.
Any activities that include hanging weights will
have a warning that reminds students to keep
their fingers clear. The weight of hanging objects
will be limited to avoid serious injury.
all by
CDR
2/27/20
If using activity materials
incorrectly, students could
cause injury to themselves
or others (ie inappropriate use
of projectile launchers).
All activities will include clear instructions for 
correct usage, and warning of the potential
consequences of incorrect usage.
all by
CDR
2/27/20
2/25/20
2/25/20
2/25/20
2/25/20
will be part
of FDR 
user
manual
(5/1/20)
E2
Appendix F: Project Gantt Chart
9/19 10/19 11/19 12/19 1/20 2/20 3/20 4/20 5/20
F12 - MechaniKits 0h 60%
  Problem Definition 0h 100%
  Concept Generation / Selection 0h 74%
      Preliminary Design Review 0 100%
      Presentation 0 100%
      Ideation - PHYS 141 0 100%
      Ideation - ME 211 0 100%
      Ideation - ME 212 0 100%
     Prototype Building! 0h 18%
      Concept CAD 0 100%
      PDR Presentation to Sponsors 0 100%
      PDR Report 0 100%
  Detailed Design 0h 100%
      Interim Design Review 0 100%
      Design Analysis 0 100%
      Critical Design Review 0 100%
      CAD/Bill of Materials (iterative) 0 100%
      FMEA 0 100%
      DFMA 0 100%
      Design Analysis 0 100%
     Testing and Iteration 0h 100%
         Round 1 0 100%
         Round 2 0 100%
         Round 3 0 100%
  Manufacturing 0h 0%
     Manufacturing & Assembly Plans 0h 0%
        Final Kit Physics 0h 0%
         Final Kit Physics 0 0%
         Final Kit Statics 0 0%
         Final Kit Dynamics 0 0%
  Testing 0h 0%
     Instructional Worksheets 0h 0%
         Physics 0 0%
         Statics 0 0%
         Dynamics 0 0%
  Expo Prep 0h 0%
     FDR Report 0h 0%
         Operators Manual 0 0%
         FDR Report 0 0%
      FDR 0 0%
Jake Utley
Sophie Carson
Vincent Seguin
Vincent Seguin
Jake Utley, Sophie Carson, Vincent Seguin
Jake Utley, Sophie Carson, Vincent Seguin
Jake Utley, Sophie Carson, Vincent Seguin
Jake Utley, Sophie Carson, Vincent Seguin
Jake Utley, Sophie Carson, Vincent Seguin
Jake Utley, Sophie Carson, Vincent Seguin
Jake Utley
Jake Utley, Sophie Carson, Vincent Seguin
Sophie Carson
Vincent Seguin
Jake Utley
Jake Utley
Sophie Carson
Vincent Seguin
Jake Utley
Sophie Carson
Vincent Seguin
Jake Utley, Sophie Carson, Vincent Seguin
Jake Utley, Sophie Carson, Vincent Seguin
Jake Utley, Sophie Carson, Vincent Seguin
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Appendix G: Static Friction Worksheet
PHYS 141 - General Physics I Fall 2019
1 Introduction
This activity will investigate the effects of static friction on a particle. You will determine the coefficients
of static friction experimentally by placing a block onto the ramp.
2 Procedures
For each surface of the ramp (”smooth,” ”rough,” and ”very rough”), place the smooth side of the block
onto the ramp. To measure the angle of incline, use the ”Inclinometer” feature on the Physics Toolbox
app and observe the ”yaw” angle (this will be the angle of your ramp). Tilt the ramp slowly until the
block slides.
Repeat these steps for the rough side of the block. For each configuration, record the angle at which the
block slides.
3 Analysis
1. Draw a free body diagram of the block. It should include the body, a relevant coordinate system, and
the forces acting on the body.
2. Using Newton’s second law, determine the static coefficient of friction, µs. What does it µs depend on?
Mechani-Kits Page 1
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Appendix H: Post Activity Survey
Post Activity Survey 
Which of the following activities did you participate in? 
❑ Identifying centers of mass 
❑ Identifying zero force members 
❑ Determining possible reaction forces 
❑ Simple machine force transfer 
❑ Torque in a lever arm 
Please rate the following on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being “strongly disagree” and 5 being “strongly 
agree”. 
This activity improved my understanding of the concept.                     1           2           3           4           5 
The equipment provided was easy to set up and use.                            1           2           3           4           5 
This activity led to the outcome I expected.                                             1           2           3           4           5 
This activity would be beneficial to students learning this                    1           2           3           4           5 
 concept for the first time. 
I enjoyed participating in this activity.                                                       1           2           3           4           5 
 
What did you like about this learning activity? 
 
 
 
What about this learning activity did not work or could be improved? 
H1
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Appendix J: Manufacturing Plans
1. Physics Manufacturing Plan
2. Statics Manufacturing Plan
3. Dynamics Manufacturing Plan
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Manufacturing Plan 
Physics MechaniKit 
 
  
J2
Introduction 
This manufacturing plan has been produced by the MechaniKids Senior Project Team. Its purpose is to outline the materials purchasing, 
fabrication and assembly steps necessary to produce the Physics MechaniKit -- a set of learning materials to be used in Cal Poly’s Physics classes. 
For the initial round of manufacturing, it is requested that the Cal Poly Machine Shops produce 12 complete sets of each of the four activities 
contained in this document. For each activity, the twelve copies should be compiled into one of the storage bags included in the bill of materials. 
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Bill of Materials 
  Kit Quantity: 12      
         
Part 
Number 
Description Activity/Part Used 
With 
Part Number Source/Link Quantity/ki
t 
Price/Kit Qty To 
Purchase/Ord
er 
Total Order 
Price  P01 2" X 10" Clear Tube Force Meter S-6216 ULine 1  $1.40  1 Carton (25 
Pcs) 
 $35.00  
P02 Rubber Band Size #33 Force Meter/Vec 
Demonstrator 
26335 Amazon 7  $0.70  1 Box  $10.00  
P03 10-Ply Cotton String Force Meter QUA46171 Office Supply 2  $0.20  1 Ball of String  $3.54  
P04 2" End Caps Force Meter S-6218 ULine 2  $0.84  
1 Carton (25 
Pcs)  $21.00  
P05 Tarp Rope Hook Force Meter/Various 220574 Hardware 
World 
5  $2.90  60  $34.80  
P06 Paper Ruler Force Meter N/A Printable Ruler 1  $-    12  $-    
P07 Sand Paper 120 Grit Block/Ledge 27120PGP-15 Home Depot 1 Sheet  $0.84  1 Pack  $12.58  
P08 Sand Paper 60 Grit Block/Ledge 27060PGP-15 Home Depot 1 Sheet  $0.84  1 Pack  $12.58  
P09 Melamine Sheet Block 28126-US Staples 1 Sheet  $0.10  1 Pack  $4.54  
P10 1/4" Nylon Roller 
Pulley  
Atwood Activities 5065008 ACE 4  $4.58  24 2 Pcs Packs  $54.96  
P11 4 ft of Nylon Wire 
Atwood 
Activities/Torque 
Activity 10198675 Michaels 1  $1.04  
6 9 ft Spools 
 $12.54  
P12 1/4" X 1" Dowel Pin Various 
PDOW025N0
100ASPL UTurn 5  $2.50  
60 
 $30.00  
P13 Weight Set Various N/A Ebay 1  $6.00  12  $72.00  
P14 1" X 4" X 9" Ledge Various HLPO10408X Home Depot 1  $2.50  2 8 ft Boards  $22.45  
P15 12" Steel Ruler Various 
PB002 
Amazon 1  $2.33  2 6 Pcs Packs  $28.00  
P16 1" X 2" X 2" Block Various See Ledge See Ledge 1 Use 
Scrap 
N/A N/A 
P17 1/4" Hole  Pegboard Various H-2683 Uline 1  $2.33  1 2 Pcs Pack  $28.00  
P18 Jumbo Translucent 
Straw 
Vector Demonstrator GJO58925 Office Supply 1 $0.02  1 250 Pcs Pack  $3.28  
P19 Bucket Various 52/55 Oriental 
Trading 
2 $1.67  2 Packs  $20.00  
 
[Grab your reader’s attention with a great quote from 
the document or use this space to emphasize a key 
point. To place this text box anywhere on the page, 
just drag it.] 
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 Physics Activity Manufacturing Plan Summary 
Manufactured Parts Not Requiring Assembly 
Description Part Quantity/Kit Type 
1" X 4" X 9"  Ledge P14 1 Fabricated 
12" Steel Ruler P15 1 Fabricated 
1" X 2" X 2" Block P16 1 Fabricated 
1/4" Hole  Pegboard P17 1 Fabricated 
 
Force Meter Manufactured Part 
Description Part Quantity/Kit Type 
2" X 9" Tubing P01 1 Fabricated 
 
Force Meter Assembly Parts 
Description Part Quantity/Kit Type 
2" X 9" Tubing  P01 1 Fabricated 
Rubber Band Size #33 P02 1 Purchased/Stock 
Wool String P03 2 Purchased/Stock 
2” End Cap P04 1 Purchased/Stock 
Tarp Rope Hook P05 2 Purchased/Stock 
Paper Ruler P06 1 Printed Out 
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 1” X 4” X 9” Ledge (P14)  
       1. Cut ledge to dimensioned size from 1” X 4” Poplar Board Stock (Table Saw)  
2. Drill 8 1/4” holes into ledge as specified by drawing. (Drill Press)  
3. Cut Sandpaper and Melamine to 9” X 4” size. (Scissors)  
4. Glue Sandpaper and Melamine to opposite sides of the ledge. (Wood Glue)  
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J9
12” Steel Ruler (P15)  
       1.  Drill 5 1/4” Holes spaced 2 1/2” inches apart as specified into ruler. (Drill Press)  
  
J10
  
J11
1” X 2” X 2” Block (P16)  
1. Cut Block to dimensioned size from 1” X 4” poplar board stock. (Table Saw)  
2. Drill 1/4” hole in center of block as dimensioned. (Drill Press)  
3. Cut Sandpaper and Melamine to 2” X 2” size. (Scissors)  
4. Glue Sandpaper and Melamine to opposite sides of the block. (Wood Glue)  
5. Punch or Drill to uncover hole.   
  
J12
  
4
J13
¼” Hole Standard Pegboard (P17)  
1. Cut to dimensioned 8.5” X 11” size from stock.  
  
J14
  
J15
2” X 9” Clear Tubing Force Meter Sheath (P01)  
       1.  Cut stock 2” X 10” clear plastic tubing to 9” length.   
  
J16
  
J17
Force Meter Assembly (Pa1) 
1. Glue measuring paper (not pictured) to inside of tube. 
2. Connect end cap to back end. 
3. Tie 3” string piece to one end of rubber band and 3” string to other end. 
4. Tape 3” string to back end cap. 
5. Slide 3” string through front end cap hole and attach front end cap. 
6. Tie 3” string to hook. 
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Manufacturing Plan 
Statics MechaniKit 
Prepared by Sophie Carson 
J19
Introduction 
This manufacturing plan has been produced by the MechaniKids Senior Project Team. Its purpose is to 
outline the materials purchasing, fabrication and assembly steps necessary to produce the Statics 
MechaniKit -- a set of learning materials to be used in Cal Poly’s Statics classes. 
For the initial round of manufacturing, it is requested that the Cal Poly Machine Shops produce 10 
complete sets of each of the four activities contained in this document. For each activity, one of the four 
storage bins included in the Bill of Materials should be labeled with the name of that activity. The ten 
copies of that activity should then be compiled into the labeled storage bin. When manufacturing is 
complete, all materials should be delivered to Professor John Chen of the Cal Poly Mechanical 
Engineering Department. 
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Bill of Materials 
Kit Quantity: 10 Order Total: $188.04 
Part 
Number 
Part 
Quantity 
Per Kit 
Description Part Type Activity 
Material/
Part 
Source 
Order 
Quantity 
Price 
Bulk 
Price 
S01 1 1/4" plywood 
to be laser cut 
Custom Torque Home 
Depot 
1 $6.74  $6.74  
S02 4 Metal Dowel 
Pin 
As 
Purchased 
Torque, 
Simple 
Machine, 
Reactions 
Amazon 2 $13.99  $27.98  
S03 1 Ruler with 
drilled holes 
Custom Torque Amazon 2 $13.99  $27.98  
S04 1 Extension 
Spring 
As 
Purchased 
Torque Fisher 
Scientific 
1 $0.40  $0.40  
S06 1 wood base Custom Centroid Home 
Depot 
1 $2.28  $2.28  
S07 1 1/4" wooden 
dowel 
Custom Centroid McMaster 
Carr 
1 $1.34  $1.34  
S08 1 laser cut 
acrylic shape 
Custom Centroid McMaster 
Carr 
2 $18.29  $36.58  
S09 1 laser cut 
acrylic shape 
Custom Centroid 
S10 1 laser cut 
acrylic shape 
Custom Centroid 
S11 2 compression 
spring 
As 
Purchased 
Simple 
Machine 
McMaster 
Carr 
4 $6.37  $25.48  
S12 1 3D Printed PLA Custom Simple 
Machine 
$0.00  
S13 1 3D Printed PLA Custom Simple 
Machine 
$0.00  
S14 1 roller As 
Purchased 
Reactions Home 
Depot 
10 $2.87  $28.70  
S15 1 ramp Custom Reactions Home 
Depot 
1 $3.22  $3.22  
S16 2 base Custom Reactions Home 
Depot 
2 $2.42  $4.84  
S17 2 hinge As 
Purchased 
Reactions Home 
Depot 
10 $2.18  $21.80  
S18 1 3D Printed PLA Custom Reactions $0.00  
S19 1 3D Printed PLA Custom Reactions $0.00  
S20 1 wooden dowel Custom Reactions Home 
Depot 
1 $0.70  $0.70 
Storage 4 storage bin 
As 
Purchased 
1 per 
activity 
Home 
Depot 4 $5.97 $23.88 
NOTE: See the Statics page of MechaniKits Bill of Materials.xlsx for order links. 
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Torque Activity Manufacturing Plan 
Assembly Drawing: SA1 
Part Description Quantity Type 
S01 1/4" plywood to be laser cut 1 fabricated 
S02 Metal Dowel Pin 1 purchased 
S03 Ruler with drilled holes 1 fabricated 
S04 Extension Spring 1 purchased 
Fabrication Instructions for Part S01 
Equipment: Laser Cutter (“Butch Cassidy”) 
Materials: one 12”x 12” sheet of ¼" plywood, torque.ai, wood glue 
1. Using the laser cutter, cut torque.ai out of the plywood sheet. If necessary, run the laser
multiple times to ensure shapes are cut all the way through. (Note: This operation results in 10
parts. If fewer than 10 parts are desired, modify the .ai files to include fewer shapes.)
2. Remove the laser-cut shapes from the bed. Check each part for sharp edges and deburr if
necessary.
3. Using wood glue adhere the smaller rectangle and two larger rectangles in the configuration
shown in drawing S01. Be sure that the two holes are aligned. Clamp and let dry.
Fabrication Instructions for Part S03 
Equipment: Drill Press 
Materials: one metal ruler 
1. Drill holes through the ruler as shown in the part drawing for part S03. Deburr if necessary.
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Centroid Activity Manufacturing Plan 
  
Assembly Drawing: SA2 
 Part Description Quantity Type 
 S06 wood base 1 fabricated 
 S07 1/4" wooden dowel 1 fabricated 
 S08 laser cut acrylic triangle 1 fabricated 
 S09 laser cut acrylic I beam 1 fabricated 
 S10 laser cut acrylic square 1 fabricated 
 
Fabrication Instructions for Parts S06, S07 
Equipment: Miter Saw, ¼" Drill Bit, Band Saw 
Materials: 2x2 stock wood 
1. Using the miter saw, cut a 1” piece off the 2x2 stock wood 
2. Drill a ¼" hole at the center of the wood base to a depth of approximately 1”. Dimensions are 
not critical for this step. 
3. Using the band saw, cut a 4” piece off the ¼" dowel 
4. Press fit the dowel into the ¼" hole. 
5. Lightly coat the assembly with wood stain. 
Fabrication Instructions for Parts S08, S09, S10 
Equipment: Laser Cutter (“Butch Cassidy”) 
Materials: two 12”x 24” sheets of clear acrylic, centroid1.ai, centroid2.ai 
1. Using the laser cutter, cut centroid1.ai out of one sheet of acrylic and centroid2.ai out of the 
second sheet of acrylic. If necessary, run the laser multiple times to ensure shapes are cut all the 
way through. (Note: This operation results in 10 of each part. If fewer than 10 parts are desired, 
modify the .ai files to include fewer shapes.) 
2. Remove the laser-cut shapes from the bed. Check each part for sharp edges and deburr if 
necessary. 
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Simple Machine Activity Manufacturing Plan 
Assembly Drawing: SA3 
Part Description Quantity Type 
S02 Metal Dowel Pin 1 
purcha
sed 
S11 compression spring 2 
purcha
sed 
S12 3D Printed PLA, inner lever 1 
fabricat
ed 
S13 3D Printed PLA, outer lever 1 
fabricat
ed 
Fabrication Instructions for Parts S12, S13 
Equipment: 3D Printer 
Materials: PLA, S12.stp, S13.stp 
1. 3D print the files S12.stp and S13.stp with a hexagonal, 90% infill
2. Remove the print structure and deburr if necessary.
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Reactions Activity Manufacturing Plan 
 
Assembly Drawing: SA3 
 Part Description Quantity Type 
 S02 
Metal Dowel Pin 
 
6 
purcha
sed 
 S14 roller 1 
purcha
sed 
 S15 ramp 1 
fabricat
ed 
 S16 base 2 
fabricat
ed 
 S17 hinge 2 
purcha
sed 
 S18 3D Printed PLA, short collar 1 
fabricat
ed 
 S19 3D Printed PLA, long collar 1 
fabricat
ed 
 S20 wooden dowel 1 
fabricat
ed 
 
Fabrication Instructions for Part S15 
Equipment: Miter Saw 
Materials: 2 by 4 stock wood 
1. Cut stock wood to the dimensions specified by S15. 
2. Sand sharp edges and/or surfaces. 
Fabrication Instructions for Part S16 
Equipment: Miter Saw 
Materials: 1” x ½" stock wood, 1/8” drill bit and drill 
3. Cut stock wood to the dimensions specified by S15. 
4. Drill holes as specified by S15. Dimensions are not critical. 
5. Sand sharp edges and/or surfaces. 
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Fabrication Instructions for Part S20 
Equipment: band saw 
Materials: 3/16” dowel 
1. Using the band saw, cut a 1” piece off the 3/16" dowel.  
2. Deburr if necessary 
 
Assembly Instructions for Parts S15, S17 
Equipment: Phillips screwdriver 
1. Using the screws provided with the two hinges (S17), attach the hinges to one of the two bases 
(S15) as shown in the assembly SA3. 
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Dynamics Manufacturing Plan: Impact 
 
Parts Per Kit (10 kits total) 
Parts; Dwg No. Req'd Description 
Part 
Qty 
DA01 Impact Assembly - 
D01 Base, Impact 1 
D02 Spring 1 
D03 Cap 1 
D04 Ball, 1" dia 1 
 
Operations 
Base, Impact (D01) 
1. 3D print D01. See corresponding .stl file. 
Cap (D03) 
1. 3D print D03. See corresponding stl file. 
Assembly (See DA01 for orientation and reference) 
1. Glue bottom of the spring to hole in casing. 
2. Glue cap to top of the spring 
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Dynamics Manufacturing Plan: Spinner 
 
Parts Per Kit (10 kits total) 
Parts/Dwg No. Req'd Description 
Part 
Qty 
DA02 Spinner Assembly - 
D05 Base, Spinner 1 
D06 Tower 1 
D07 Bags 4 
D08 Ball, 11/32" dia 10 
D09 Twine - 
D17 Pin 2 
D18 Motor Kit 1 
D19 Battery 2 
 
J48
Operations 
Base, Spinner (D05) 
1. 3D print D05. See corresponding .stl file. 
Tower (D06) 
1. 3D print D06. See corresponding .stl file. 
Twine (D09) 
1. Cut two pieces of twine, each approximately 4 to 5 in. 
Assembly (See DA05 for orientation and as reference) 
1. Insert motor into base. See DA05 for orientation and reference dimensions. 
2. Glue motor shaft into the Tower base. At least 60% of motor shaft should be inside. 
3. Place five balls (D08) into a bag (D07). 
4. Wrap bag into another bag (D07). Tighten string on outer bag. 
5. Tie Twine (D09) around the top of the bag. 
6. Tie other end of Twine to Pin (D17). 
7. Repeat Steps 3-5 to create another set. Ensure lengths are approximately equal. 
 
Motor Kit 
1. Setup circuit as shown. Add batteries (D19) to pack. 
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Dynamics Manufacturing Plan: Mass Moment of Inertia 
 
Parts Per Kit (10 kits total) 
Parts/Dwg No. Req'd Description Part Qty 
D10-1 Pipe A 1 
D10-2 Pipe B 1 
D11-1 Cylinder A 1 
D11-2 Cylinder B 1 
D20 Ramp 1 
D21 Gate 1 
Operations 
Pipe (D10) 
1. 3D print D10-1 and D10-2. See corresponding .stl files. 
Cylinder (D11) 
1. 3D print D11-1 and D11-2. See corresponding .stl files. 
Ramp (D20) 
1. 3D print D20. See corresponding .stl files. 
Gate (D21) 
1. 3D print 21. See corresponding .stl files. 
 
No Assembly Required  
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Dynamics Manufacturing Plan: Linkages 
 
Note: Picture not to scale 
Parts Per Kit (10 kits total) 
Parts/Dwg No. Req'd Description Part Qty 
D12-1 Gear A 1 
D12-2 Gear B 1 
D13 Link 1 1 
D14 Link 2 1 
D15 Link 3 1 
D16 Board 1 
D22 Custom Pin 3 
 
Operations 
 D12,14,16 
1. Laser cut drawings D12, D14, D16 using DA04.ai. 
Link 1 (D13) 
1. 3D print D20. See corresponding .stl files. 
Link 3 (D15) 
1. 3D print D15. See corresponding .stl files. 
Custom Pin (D22) 
1. 3D print D22. See corresponding .stl files. 
No Assembly Required 
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Appendix K: Worksheets
Physics Worksheets:
1. Sliding Friction
2. Vector Demonstrator
3. Movable Pivot Balance
4. Force Meter
5. Atwood Activity
Statics Worksheets:
1. Centroids
2. Moments
3. Reactions
4. SimpleMachines
Dynamics Worksheets:
1. Impact
2. Mass Moment of Inertia
3. Rigid Body Kinematics
4. Spinner
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Sliding Friction Activity
1 Introduction
This activity will investigate the effects of kinetic friction on a sliding particle represented by a block.
You will determine the coefficient of kinetic friction experimentally by sliding a block down the ramp.
2 Prediction
Begin by drawing a set up like the one shown below for a block sliding down a 45 degree ramp relative to
horizontal. Draw a Free-Body Diagram of all the forces acting on the block while it is in motion. This
will include a force caused by friction. Next use kinematics, assuming a constant acceleration, to relate
the acceleration of the block to the coefficient of friction. Using this relationship and your equations of
motion predict the effect friction will have on the time for the block to slide down the ramp.
Figure 1: This is the ramp set-up for the activity with the ramp at approximately 45 degrees.
Finally, predict how much a coefficient of friction of 0.5 will increase the time it takes the block to go
down the ramp compared to a scenario with no friction.
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3 Procedure
Assemble your ramp at a 45 degree angle with the rough (sandpaper) side of the ramp facing up, by
utilizing dowels in the pegboard and ramp holes. One or two dowels will be sufficient to hold your ramp
in place. Now place your block on the ramp with the smooth (white melamine) side facing down.
Measure and record the time it takes the block to slide down the ramp for five trials. It may be helpful to
collect data with a partner by making a video of the block sliding down the ramp with a timer in the
background. Once all data has been recorded measure the distance the block was sliding down the ramp
from the center of the block to the bottom of the ramp using your ruler.
4 Analysis and Comparison
1. Find the average time the block took to slide down the ramp with friction.
2. With your equations from the ”Prediction” section relate the time to slide down the ramp to the
kinetic friction coefficient. Use this equation to find the coefficient of kinetic friction for the ramp.
3. How does this calculated coefficient compare to your predicted coefficient?
4. How fast would the block have descended with a coefficient of kinetic friction equal to zero?
5 Sources of Error
What were some of the assumptions we made to simplify calculations in this activity and how might they
have affected the error of your results?
Mechani-Kits Page 2
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Additionally, please design a different experiment that could be used to determine the coefficient of kinetic
friction.
Mechani-Kits Page 3
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Vector Demonstrator
1 Introduction
This activity will utilize your pegboard and rubber bands to visualize vector components and resultant
vectors.
2 Prediction
Begin by drawing a set up like the one shown below for a block in tension supported by two rubber bands
at the same x location, but different y locations. Draw a Free-Body Diagram for all the horizontal forces
acting on the block. Neglect friction between the block and the pegboard
Figure 1: This is the initial block setup for the activity.
Now, predict the direction of the resultant vector due to the forces applied by the two rubber bands, if
the block is moved to any other location along the pegboard. Where will this resultant vector point?
Mechani-Kits Page 1
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3 Procedure
Set up your Vector Demonstrator by placing the pegboard down on a table and inserting dowels at least 8
holes apart in the Y direction, but at the same location in the X direction. Place your block with a dowel
pin inserted in its center between these dowel pins. Now cut a straw to the length of the unstretched
rubber band and insert a rubber band inside the straw. Now attach the rubber band inside the straw
sleeve to the dowel pins. Do not change these dowel locations until specified. Begin gently moving your
block around and identifying the resultant vector direction for different block locations. Note that lifting
the block off the board or moving it too far from its original location may cause the rubber bands to
overstretch or dowels to dislodge from their holes.
4 Analysis and Comparison
1. Hold the block at a point away from its equilibrium location in the x-direction but at the same y height.
Slide the straws against the dowel pins attached directly to the pegboard. Now count the holes in both
the x and y directions between the uncovered rubber band length and the block dowel pin. Use this to
find the force vector components applied by each rubber band. The length of rubber band covered by
the straw is the unstretched length, but the uncovered length is your stretched length (i.e. your ”x” in
”F=k*x”). Use these two vectors to find the magnitude and direction of the resultant vector. A hole can
be considered to be one ”unit”, let k equal 1 N/unit.
2. Repeat that analysis for two new block locations without changing the location of the rubber band
dowel pins. Pick one location above the original y height and one below the original y height. Does the
resultant vector point to the same location? Without removing the pins or over stretching the rubber
bands, will it ever point to a different location?
3. Now, play around with different dowel pin and block locations. Try to solve for other resultant vectors
and use your force meter to check if your calculated direction agrees with the observed direction.
4. Find a problem that uses vector components from your notes or textbook. Now, simplifying if necessary,
recreate those vector forces with your block and rubber bands. Does the resultant vector direction you
observe agree with the direction you solved for in that textbook or notes problem?
Mechani-Kits Page 2
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5 Sources of Error and Applications
What were some of the assumptions we made to simplify calculations in this activity and how might they
have affected the uncertainty of your results?
Do your measurements have any error caused by inaccuracies in the methods or materials used?
Mechani-Kits Page 3
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Movable Pivot Balance
1 Introduction
This activity will utilize your pegboard, ruler, and weights to analyze torque.
2 Prediction
Begin by drawing a set up like the one shown below for a ruler held in place by a pin in its center with
weights hanging from strings on either side. Draw a Free-Body Diagram of the forces acting on this ruler.
Each hole is 6.35 cm from the center of the ruler, and the weights are two holes from the center.
Figure 1: This is the initial ruler setup for the activity.
Now, predict what direction the ruler will move if two strings of unequal lengths with 5 gram weights on
their ends are attached to both ends of the ruler. The set up will look like the picture shown. Neglect the
weight of the string in your prediction.
Mechani-Kits Page 1
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3 Procedure
Set up your Movable Pivot Balance by inserting a dowel pin through the middle of the ruler connected to
the top of the pegboard. Next tie a 5 cm and 2 cm length string so that it is connected to hooks on both
ends. Now, attach the string to the holes at the end of the ruler and then attach 5 gram weights to the
hooks hanging from the strings. Does the ruler tilt toward the side of the longer string or not? Does this
agree with your predictions? Also, repeat this procedure for the holes nearer to the center and observe
the result.
4 Analysis and Comparison
1. With the strings attached to the ends of the ruler, neglecting the weight of the strings in your analysis,
solve for the sum for the total torque acting about the center of the ruler. Does the length of the string
matter if they are ”massless”? Assume the hooks attached to the string each weigh 0.5 grams. The density
of the stainless steel ruler is 7.8 g/cm3.
2. Now, place a string with a 5 g weight on one end of the string in the hole 12.7 cm from the center,
and another string on the opposite side of center in the hole 6.35 cm from the center. Add weights until
the ruler is balanced. Using a similar calculation method as in the previous problem, solve for the mass
required to balance the ruler and compare this to the mass you observed.
5 Sources of Error and Applications
What were some of the assumptions we made to simplify calculations in this activity and how might they
have affected the uncertainty of your results?
Do your measurements have any error caused by inaccuracies in the methods or materials used?
Mechani-Kits Page 2
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Force Meter
1 Introduction
This activity will utilize your force meter and mass set to calibrate the spring constant of the force meter.
2 Prediction
Begin by drawing a Free-Body diagram of the forces acting on a mass hanging from a spring. In this
activity we will assume that the rubber band in your force meter behaves like a linear elastic spring.
Figure 1: This is the force meter you will use for the activity.
Now, predict the displacement from equilibrium of the spring you will observe if the 5 gram mass is hung
from the force meter. Also, predict the displacement if a 10 gram mass is hung from the spring. How do
these displacements compare?
Mechani-Kits Page 1
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3 Procedure
Calibrate the spring constant of your force meter utilizing the provided mass set, but do not hang more
than 60 grams from the force meter. You can use the scale in the force meter to determine displacement.
To hang the masses from the hook, use the buckets provided which have a mass of 5 grams.
4 Analysis and Comparison
1. Using your recorded measurements and Hooke’s Law what is the spring constant, k, of your force
meter. Show your work and describe the process you used to determine this.
2. By hand, graph the force applied to the spring vs the displacement. Draw the best fit line for the points
that you found. Take more measurements if you have less than three points. Is this line approximately
linear? How does the shape of the line relate to our assumptions?
5 Sources of Error and Applications
What were some of the assumptions we made to simplify calculations in this activity and how might they
have affected the uncertainty of your results? How could we improve this experiment to account for that
uncertainty?
Do your measurements have any error caused by inaccuracies in the methods or materials used?
Mechani-Kits Page 2
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Atwood Machine
1 Introduction
This activity will utilize your pulley. block, and ledge to determine the static friction coefficient between
the ledge and block.
2 Prediction
Begin by drawing a Free-Body diagram of the forces acting on a block resting on a ledge as pictured.
Include the force due to friction. From this diagram relate the force applied by the string on the Atwood
Machine to the static friction coefficient.
Figure 1: This is the Atwood configuration you will use for the activity.
Now, predict the minimum amount of mass required to hang from the pulley in order to move the block?
Also, calculate the static friction coefficient between the block and the ledge for this mass? If more mass
is required to move the block, will your predicted static friction coefficient be too high or too low?
Mechani-Kits Page 1
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3 Procedure
Set up your ledge, block, and pulley as pictured above utilizing the pegboard. Ensure that the melamine
(white) side of the block is facing down on the ledge, and the rough sandpaper side of the ledge is facing
up. Begin hanging masses off of the pulley, starting with the 5 gram mass, utilizing the buckets provided.
The buckets weigh 5 grams, and the block weighs 50 grams. Keep increasing the value hung from the
pulley until the block begins to slide. Record this value.
4 Analysis and Comparison
1. Using the mass required to initiate movement, calculate the static friction coefficient between the block
and the ledge.
2. How does your prediction compare to your calculated value?
3. Repeat the procedure with the sandpaper side of the block facing down against the ledge and the
sandpaper side of the ledge facing up. What is your measured maximum static friction coefficient for this
configuration and how does it compare to your prediction?
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5 Sources of Error and Applications
What were some of the assumptions we made to simplify calculations in this activity and how might they
have affected the uncertainty of your results? How could we improve this experiment to account for that
uncertainty?
Do your measurements have any error caused by inaccuracies in the methods or materials used?
Mechani-Kits Page 3
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Centroids
Consider the three thin, flat plates shown below.
Predict
Suppose you wanted to impress your friends with your knowledge of statics. Your plan is to calculate the
centroid of each shape ahead of time so that you can balance each plate on the balancing stand on your
first try. For this plan to work, what must be true about the distribution of mass within each plate?
Experiment
Sketch each shape and establish a common coordinate system. Then, using the balancing stand, find the
point at which each shape is in equilibrium and record its coordinates.
Mechani-Kids Page 1
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Analysis
Calculate the position of the centroid for each of the three shapes. Does this point agree with the
equilibrium point you found experimentally? What does this tell you about the density of the shapes?
Mechani-Kids Page 2
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Equilibrium and Moments
Consider the system shown in the figure below. A simple beam of uniform density is attached at one end
via a pin joint. A force is applied at one of the points A through D such that the system is in equilibrium
with the beam parallel to the ground. This force is applied via a spring that can be attached as shown at
points A through D.
Predict
Will the force required to achieve equilibrium be equal at points A and D? Why or why not?
Experiment
Measure the natural length of the spring provided. Then attach the spring at point A and hold it such that
the beam is horizontal. Measure the stretched length of the spring. Then, subtract the natural length of
the spring from the stretched length to find the spring deflection. Repeat this process for points B, C and D.
Were the measured deflections the same or different? Considering the relationship between spring force
and spring deflection established by Hooke’s Law (F = kx, where x is the length of the stretched spring
minus the natural length), what can you conclude about your prediction?
Natural Length (in):
Point Stretched Length (in) Spring Deflection (in)
A
B
C
D
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Analysis
Draw FBD’s for the beam with the force applied at point A and point D. What is the theoretical ratio
FA
FD
?
Using your deflection measurements at point A and point D and assuming the spring to be linear, calculate
your experimental ratio
FA
FD
. How does this compare to the value predicted by theory?
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Rollers
Background
A roller is a common mechanical support. It can generate a support reaction normal to the surface of the
roller.
Procedure
1. Push the roller against a flat surface, applying a force at different angles. Find the angle at which
the roller is in static equilibrium and draw an FBD for the roller:
2. Push the roller against the ramp provided. Find the angle at which the roller is in static equilibrium
and draw an FBD for the roller:
NOTE: Notice that the reaction force is no longer vertical, it is perpendicular to the surface of the
ramp. For the system to be in equilibrium, the force must be applied perpendicular to the ramp.
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Collars
Background
A collar is a 3D mechanical support comprised of a hollow cylinder. It allows for translation along the
collar (the z axis of the figure below) and rotation about the axis of the collar (in the direction of Mz
below). The collar must be thick enough to prevent the rod from rotating about any other axis.
Procedure
1. Insert the rod into the long collar. Observe that the rod can move along the collar and rotate about
the z axis, but cannot move in any other direction. Sketch the rod and the possible reaction forces
and moments acting on it:
2. Insert the rod into the flat ring. Notice that the ring is not a collar, and cannot generate the reaction
moments Mx and My. Sketch the rod and the possible reaction force(s) acting on it:
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Force Couples
Background
Force couple is a term used to describe a pair of forces that are equal in magnitude but opposite in
direction. Together, they act as a moment.
In this activity, you will observe this concept using two hinges.
Procedure
1. Set up the system shown in the figure below. Notice that only one hinge is anchored to the base
board.
2. Hold the top piece of wood that both hinges are fixed to, and manipulate it to determine what
reaction forces the single hing with one pin can generate. Sketch all possible reaction forces on the
figure above. Notice that the hinge cannot prevent rotation about the pin that connects it to the
wood.
3. Add a pin to the second hinge to create the new system shown below.
4. Now hold the top piece of wood and observe what reaction forces the two hinges together can
generate. Sketch all possible reaction forces on the figure above. You should notice that although
one hinge could not prevent rotation about the pin, the two hinges together are able to prevent
rotation. In this second system, the reaction forces on the two hinges act as a force couple.
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Part 1: Simple Machines
Consider the system shown in the figure below. A device similar to a pair of pliers is used to compress a
spring. The device can be held at any of the three sets of grooves.
Predict
How will the force required to compress the spring vary at each of the three grip points?
Experiment
Squeeze the device at each of the three grip points to compress the spring. Is the effort required at each
point what you expected?
Analysis
Draw an FBD for the clamping device, using the two levers and pin together as one free body. Include the
spring force and the force applied by your hand at the outermost grip point. Use this to determine how
the force applied by your hand compares in magnitude to the force on the spring. Repeat this procedure
for the other two grip points.
Do the results of this analysis match your observations of the system?
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Part 2: Indeterminate Systems
Consider now that a second spring has been added to the system as shown below.
Predict If you were to squeeze this system at the outermost grip point (above the spring), how would you
expect the deflection in the input spring to compare in magnitude to the deflection in the output spring?
Experiment Squeeze the device at the outermost grip point and observe the two springs. Are the
deflections what you expected?
Analysis
Draw an FBD for the device under this new configuration, using the two levers and pin together as one
free body. Include the forces from both springs and the force applied by your hand. Write out the force
and moment equations for this system.
You will observe that in the new configuration, this system is indeterminate. This means that it cannot
be solved using only force and moment equations (Note: this is why if you relied on your analysis from
Part 1, you may have made an incorrect prediction). This type of system can be solved, but it requires
methods that you have not learned in this course!
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Collisions
Background
The goal of this activity is to measure the force on an object due to an impact using energy and linear
momentum. We will use the spring-mass system in a casing as our test object, seen in Figure 1.
Figure 1: The base a vertical slot for a ruler and notches to drop a ball.
The ball will provide the collision to the spring and the cap on top of it.
Predict
1. How will increasing the height at which the ball is dropped affect the spring deflection? The
deflection will be
a) twice as large
b) slightly larger
c) the same
d) slightly smaller
e) twice as small
2. How will decreasing the mass of the ball affect the spring deflection? The deflection will be
a) twice as large
b) slightly larger
c) the same
d) slightly smaller
e) twice as small
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3. How will decreasing the mass of the ball affect how long the collision will last?
a) Increase the time of collision.
b) Decrease the time of collision.
c) The time of collision will remain constant.
Procedure
1. Insert a ruler into the vertical slot. Measure the height of the cap on the spring as the reference.
2. Place a ”gate” into the top notch to keep a ball suspended above the base. Measure the height of
the ball’s centerline from the height of the cap.
3. Take a slow-motion video of this step. Drop the ball onto the cap. Make sure your video focuses on
the the cap and the ruler.
4. Using your video, find and record the deflection of the spring mass-system when it is fully compressed.
5. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 at the lower notch.
6. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 for the smaller ball.
Analysis
1. Use the Newton’s second law at the point of maximum compression to find the impact force for
each case.
2. Assuming this impact force is constant, calculate the time it takes to fully compress the spring for
each using impulse-momentum. Take only the ball as your system.
3. Did your predictions match your data? The spring deflection affects the energy of not just the ball,
but also the energy of the cap and spring.
4. Does the mass or the height of the ball affect the deflection more? Explain.
5. What if the ball was dropped onto two springs connected to each other’s ends? How would the
deflection change in this scenario?
6. What if the ball was dropped onto two springs with their ends connected with a cap? How would
the deflection change in this scenario?
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Angular Momentum
Background
The goal of this activity is to analyse the angular momentum of a ”swing ride” at an amusement park
modeled in Figure 1.
Figure 1: The base holds the motor that spins the tower.
Predict
1. Sketch MVDs for the swing ride. Assume the tower is massless.
2. Express the angular momentum of the swing ride in symbolic terms.
3. How will moving the point masses farther away from the center of rotation affect angular momentum?
Experiment
1. Tie the masses into the holes closest to the center. From a top-down viewpoint, use a ruler to
measure the diameter of the circle created by the masses being spun. Measure the rotational speed
of the spinner by counting the revolutions made in 10 seconds. Instructions might have to change
depending on how fast the motor is. If it’s too fast, take data for three to five seconds and suggest
using a slow motion video.
2. Repeat this process for the strings placed farther away from the center of the tower.
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Analysis
1. Using your measurements, calculate the angular momentum for both configurations, HA and HB.
Explain the difference in magnitude. Why might the rotational speed be different?
2. Does it make sense to neglect the rotational inertia of the shaft and bar? If so, explain why. If not,
how would your angular momentum calculations change?
3. Bonus: A centrifugal governor controls the speed of an engine by regulating the fuel or steam flow.
As the speed increases, the balls swing out and linkages attached to the governor closes a throttle
valve. List the key variables in designing a centrifugal governor, and how would changing those
factors affect the speed of the engine?
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Rolling Objects
Background
The goal of this activity is to see the effect of inertia has on an object’s motion. We will be using the
objects in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Four objects will race down a ramp with two of them at a time.
Predict
1. Suppose a pipe and a solid cylinder of equal mass and outer radius begin to roll down a ramp at the
same time. Which object will reach the bottom first?
a) Pipe
b) Cylinder
c) Same time.
2. What if the cylinder in the last scenario and a cylinder of a smaller radius rolled down the ramp at
the same time. Which object will reach the bottom first?
a) Larger cylinder
b) Smaller cylinder
c) Same time.
3. Share your predictions with a partner or in groups.
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Procedure 1
1. Take the Big Pipe and Big Cylinder, and hold them side-by-side at the top of your ramp with the
gate. Hold the gate as vertical as possible.
2. Lift your starting gate up towards the ceiling quickly! Observe which object reaches the bottom
first.
3. Repeat this exercise two or three times until you are convinced of the results.
Reflection 1
1. In words, explain the results using dynamics principles.
2. List the similarities and differences of the two objects’ properties.
3. Which object has:
a) the larger mass moment of inertia?
b) more kinetic energy at the bottom?
c) larger translational kinetic energy?
d) larger rotational kinetic energy?
Procedure 2
1. Hold the Big Cylinder and Small Cylinder side-by-side at the top of your ramp with your gate.
2. Lift your starting gate up towards the ceiling quickly! Observe which object reaches the bottom
first.
3. Repeat this exercise two or three times until you are convinced of the results.
Reflection 2
1. List the similarities and differences of the two objects’ properties.
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2. Which object has the larger mass moment of inertia?
3. Do you have any thoughts on how to explain the results?
Analysis
1. Write the work-energy equation for a rolling object using the top of the ramp as position 1 and
the bottom of the ramp as position 2. Express the mass moment of inertia as I = Cmr2, where C
is a constant that depends on the object’s shape. For example, a solid homogeneous cylinder has
C = 1/2 and a thin pipe has C = 1.
Solve for the translational velocity of the center of mass,v of the object - the largest v wins the race!.
Recall:
T =
1
2
mv2 +
1
2
Iω2
2. Of all the properties you listed in each reflection, which of them affect v and which don’t?
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Procedure 3
1. Race the Small Cylinder and the Big Pipe down your ramp, then record the results.
2. Race the Big Cylinder and the Small Pipe, then record the results.
Reflection 3
1. Did your race results match your work-energy analysis?
2. Describe your races, discuss the kinetic energies of each object, and explain your results with
dynamics principles.
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Rigid Body Kinematics
Background
The goal of this activity is to analyze a crank-rocker driven by gears, and how the kinematics of a
component affect others. We will be using the two setups in Figures 1 and 2.
Figure 1: Spinning Gear A will set the linkages in motion.
Figure 2: Gears B and A switch places and may change the motion.
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Predict
1. Suppose we set up the activity like in Figure 1:
If we spin Gear A, how fast will Gear B spin?
a) Gear B spins faster than Gear A.
b) Gear B spins slower than Gear A.
c) Gear B spins as fast as Gear A.
2. Suppose we set up the activity like in Figure 2:
If we spin Gear B, how fast will Gear A spin?
a) Gear A spins faster than Gear B.
b) Gear A spins slower than Gear B.
c) Gear A spins as fast as Gear B.
3. Compare the Link 3’s kinematics in Figures 1 and 2. If we turn the driving gears the same amount
of times, which setup will cause Link 3 to swing more often?
a) Figure 1
b) Figure 2
c) They will both cause Link 3 to rotate the same amount of time.
Procedure 1
1. Set up the activity in Figure 1. That is, have Gear A on the same pin as Link 1.
2. Spin Gear A until the Link 3 is at the extreme end of its swing. This will be your reference position.
3. Mark the teeth where Gears A and B touch.
4. Spin Gear A so that it makes 6 complete revolutions. As you spin, count the number of times Gear
B makes a full rotation. Use the marks you created to keep track. Have a partner count the number
of times Link 3 swings and returns to its original position. Record the number of rotations the gears
make and the number of times Link 4 swings.
Reflection 1
1. Did your prediction match your results? Explain using dynamics principles, mainly rigid body
kinematics.
2. Comment on the direction of rotation for the gears and Link 1. What’s the same and what’s
different? Does Link 2 have a rotation?
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Procedure 2
1. Set up the activity in Figure 2. That is, have Gear B on the same pin as Link 1.
2. Spin Gear B until the Link 3 is at the extreme end of its swing. This will be your reference position.
3. Mark the teeth where Gears A and B touch using a different type of marking.
4. Spin Gear B so that it makes 6 complete revolutions. As you spin, count the number of times Gear
A makes a full rotation. Use the marks you created to keep track. Have a partner count the number
of times Link 3 swings and returns to its original position. Record the number of rotations the gears
make and the number of times Link 3 swings.
Reflection 2
1. Compare the number of times Link 3 swings in Procedure 1 to Procedure 2. Did your prediction
match your results? Explain using dynamics principles, mainly rigid body kinematics.
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Analysis
Suppose we model an internal combustion engine as a crank-slider in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Here, the input motion comes from the velocity of the piston.
1. How could you figure out the length of a single stroke? Would this affect the angular velocity of the
crank arm?
2. When transferring the power from the piston, the angular velocity of the crankshaft decreases by
using a gearbox that connects the engine to the driveshaft. If we had Gears A and B to use for
the gearbox, which one would you connect to the crankshaft? How much slower will the driveshaft
rotate?
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